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InTroduCTIon

Gun violence is a growing public health crisis in the United States. 
In 2017, nearly 40,000 people were fatally shot,1 the highest recorded 
number since the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) began 
\ZIKSQVO� \PQ[�LI\I�ÅN\a�aMIZ[�IOW�2�<PW]OP� \PM�LI\I�WV�ÅZMIZU� QVR]ZQM[� Q[�
not as reliable, approximately 115,000 individuals are nonfatally wounded 
Ja�ÅZMIZU[�QV�I�aMIZ�3�<PM[M�\ZIOQK�QVR]ZQM[�IVL�NI\ITQ\QM[�ITWVM�IZM�MVW]OP�
\W�R][\QNa�X]JTQK�KWVKMZV��aM\�\PMa�[\QTT�NIQT�\W�KIX\]ZM�\PM�N]TT�[KWXM�WN �PIZU�
caused by gun violence. Frequently overlooked examples include individuals 
�\MZQVO�NZWU�TMIL�XWQ[WVQVO�I[[WKQI\ML�_Q\P�J]TTM\�NZIOUMV\[�\PI\�KW]TL�VWٺ[]
JM�M`\ZIK\ML�IVL�KPQTLZMV�[]ٺMZQVO�NZWU�\ZI]UI�IVL�XW[\�\ZI]UI\QK�[\ZM[[�
by exposure to shootings.4 Research now suggests the likelihood of  knowing 
a gun violence victim within a social network is approximately 99.85%, 
regardless of  race, ethnicity, or social class.5

Despite increasing gun violence in this country, and the consistent 
UMLQI� KW^MZIOM� WN � PQOP� XZWÅTM�UI[[� [PWW\QVO[�� ÅZMIZU� ZMO]TI\QWV[� PI^M�
JMMV� XIZ\QK]TIZTa� LQٻK]T\� \W� XI[[�6 In other areas of  public health, such 
as tobacco and lead paint, when the legislature is unable or unwilling to 

1 Web-Based Injury Statistics Query and Reporting System (WISQARS): Explore Fatal Injury Data 
Visualization Tool, CdC�� P\\X["��_Q[YIZ[�^Qb�KLK�OW^" ����M`XTWZM�LI\I�PWUM� �[MTMK\�
¹����º�NWZ�\PM�¹.ZWUº�IVL�¹<Wº�ÅMTL[��\PMV�[MTMK\�¹-`XTWZM�,I\Iº�J]\\WV��

2 Sarah Mervosh, Nearly 40,000 People Died From Guns in U.S. Last Year, Highest in 50 Years, 
n.Y. TImes (Dec. 18, 2018), P\\X["��___�Va\QUM[�KWU���� ����� �][�O]V�LMI\P[�
html.

3 See Facts and Figures, u.C. davIs healTh��P\\X["��PMIT\P�]KLI^Q[�ML]�_PI\�aW]�KIV�LW�
facts.html (last visited Aug. 18, 2020). The CDC recently pulled the data for 2016 and 
later due to a concern that the data was unreliable. See A More Complete Picture: The Contours 
of  Gun Injury in the United States, everYTown (Nov. 11, 2019), https://everytownresearch.
WZO�I�UWZM�KWUXTM\M�XQK\]ZM�\PM�KWV\W]Z[�WN�O]V�QVR]Za�QV�\PM�]VQ\ML�[\I\M[�� Part 
WN �\PM�KWVKMZV�_I[�W^MZ�\PM�LZI[\QK�QVKZMI[M[�QV�ÅZMIZU�QVR]ZQM[�W^MZ�\PW[M�ZMKMV\�aMIZ[��
See Sean Campbell & Daniel Nass, The CDC’s Gun Injury Data Is Becoming Even More 
Unreliable, TraCe �5IZ�� ���� ���!��� P\\X["��___�\PM\ZIKM�WZO����!����KLK�VWVNI\IT�
O]V�QVR]ZQM[�]XLI\M���.WZ� M`IUXTM�� \PM� M[\QUI\M[� NWZ� ÅZMIZU� QVR]ZQM[� QV� ����� ZIVOM�
from 31,000 to 236,000. Id.

4 See Michael R. Ulrich, A Public Health Law Path for Second Amendment Jurisprudence, 71 
hasTIngs l.J. 1053, 1087–88 (2020) (describing a broader understanding of  gun 
violence beyond fatalities). 

5 Bindu Kalesan et al., Gun Violence in Americans’ Social Network During Their Lifetime, 93 
PrevenTIve med. 53, 55 tbl.1 (2016).

6 See ?Pa�1\¼[�5WZM�,QٻK]T\�\W�+PIVOM�/]V�8WTQKa�QV�\PM�=�;��\PIV�QV�6M_�BMITIVL, NPR (Mar. 
���� ���!��� P\\X["��___�VXZ�WZO����!�����������!�����_Pa�Q\[�UWZM�LQٻK]T\�\W�
KPIVOM�O]V�XWTQKa�QV�\PM�]�[�\PIV�QV�VM_�bMITIVL (explaining some of  the reasons it 
Q[�LQٻK]T\�\W�XI[[�VI\QWVIT�O]V�ZMO]TI\QWV[��M^MV�IN\MZ�UI[[�[PWW\QVO[��
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UISM� ZMO]TI\WZa� ILR][\UMV\[� \W� XZW\MK\� \PM� X]JTQK�� IL^WKI\M[� PI^M� ][ML�
the strategy of  litigation as a regulatory tool.7 Courtroom victories and the 
pressure of  lawsuits have generated change in industries that have been 
harmful to public health and safety.8�*]\�[]KP�I�[\ZI\MOa�PI[�JMMV�LQٻK]T\�
when it comes to gun litigation. The Protection of  Lawful Commerce in 
)ZU[�)K\� �84+))��XZW\MK\[� ÅZMIZU�UIV]NIK\]ZMZ[� IVL� [MTTMZ[� NZWU� KQ^QT�
liability actions,9 thereby preventing the need for the industry to improve 
safety standards or alter sales practices. 

Liability litigation, however, is not the only avenue for generating 
change. Constitutional litigation focused on the scope of  Second Amendment 
XZW\MK\QWV[�PI[� \PM�XW[[QJQTQ\a� \W� [QOVQÅKIV\Ta�IT\MZ� \PM� TMOIT� TIVL[KIXM� NWZ�
gun control in the coming years. Our understanding of  what protections 
\PM�;MKWVL�)UMVLUMV\�IٺWZL[�Q[��ZMTI\Q^MTa�[XMISQVO��VM_�IVL�[\QTT�TIZOMTa�
]VLMÅVML��<PM�JW]VLIZQM[�IVL�XZQ^QTMOM[�\PM�ZQOP\�XZW^QLM[�\W�QVLQ^QL]IT[�
IZM� [\QTT� aM\� \W� JM� LM\MZUQVML��?PQTM� \PM� ÅOP\� W^MZ� \PM�UQTQ\QI� KTI][M� PI[�
waned, the debate still focuses most often on historical interpretations and 
O]QLIVKM� NZWU� W\PMZ� IZMI[� WN � UWZM� M[\IJTQ[PML� R]ZQ[XZ]LMVKM�� <PM� TMOIT�
KWUU]VQ\a�IVL�\PM�R]LQKQIZa�ZIZMTa�LQ[K][[�\PM�X]JTQK�PMIT\P�QUXIK\�WN �IV�
expansive interpretation of  Second Amendment rights. What this leaves is a 
debate without all the relevant information. 

This article argues that the public health and legal community, 
][QVO�TQ\MZI\]ZM�[\]LaQVO�ÅZMIZU[�IVL�\PM�QUXIK\�WN �TI_[�WV�O]V�^QWTMVKM��
KIV� PMTX� \W� ÅTT� \PQ[� ^WQL� Ja� ^QM_QVO� ;MKWVL� )UMVLUMV\� KWV[\Q\]\QWVIT�
TQ\QOI\QWV�I[�IV�WXXWZ\]VQ\a�\W�ML]KI\M�\PM�R]LQKQIZa��?PQTM�ZM[MIZKP�LI\I�_QTT�
not be dispositive in most cases, it can help create a more thorough ruling 
that better understands the context in which these seemingly narrow legal 
LMKQ[QWV[�IZM�UILM��<PMZM� Q[� [\ZWVO�M^QLMVKM�\W�[]OOM[\� \PI\� \PM� R]LQKQIZa�
KIV� JM� ML]KI\ML� \PZW]OP� [WKQIT� [KQMVKM� IVL�� \PMZMJa�� QVÆ]MVKML� QV� \PMQZ�
legal analysis.10 Justices are more likely to turn to social science in prominent 
cases of  controversy, 11 of  which Second Amendment cases would assuredly 
Y]ITQNa��5WZMW^MZ��\PM�R]LQKQIZa�Q[�UWZM�TQSMTa�\W�\ISM�IUQK][�JZQMN[�[MZQW][Ta�
when presented by expert, reliable sources.12

7 See Wendy E. Parmet & Richard A. Daynard, The New Public Health Litigation, 21 ann. 
rev. Pub. healTh 437, 437 (2000) (describing the increase in using litigation as a 
public health tool, including areas of  tobacco and lead paint). 

8 Id. at 439 (discussing the success of  tobacco litigation encouraging public health 
advocates to use a similar strategy in other areas).

9 See 15 U.S.C § 7902 (2018).
10 See infra Part II.
11 William D. Blake, “Don’t Confuse Me with the Facts”: The Use and Misuse of  Social Science on 

the United States Supreme Court, 79 md. l. rev. 216, 252 (2019).
12 See Linda Sandstrom Simard, An Empirical Study of  Amici Curiae in Federal Court: A Fine 
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A consensus has emerged amidst the tragic events that have 
continuously unfolded in the United States over the last several years. As 
WVM�UI[[� [PWW\QVO�PI[� TML� \W�IVW\PMZ��I�KITT� \W� ZMKWOVQbM�O]V�^QWTMVKM�I[�
a public health problem has become the norm.13 Those in public health 
UIa�PI^M�ZMKWOVQbML�\PQ[�VMML�NWZ�aMIZ[��J]\�TIZOM�XWZ\QWV[�WN �\PM�X]JTQK��
KWUU]VQ\a�TMILMZ[��XWTQ\QKQIV[��IVL�XWTQKaUISMZ[�VW_�RWQV�\PMU��1\�Q[�\QUM�
NWZ�\PM�R]LQKQIZa�\W�LW�\PM�[IUM�

;MKWVL�)UMVLUMV\� ZQOP\[�� PW_M^MZ� \PMa� IZM� ]T\QUI\MTa� LMÅVML��
are not absolute. Thus, regardless of  the fact that the Amendment protects 
the right to keep and bear arms, the courts must consider this right in 
KWVR]VK\QWV�_Q\P� \PM� [\I\M¼[� QV\MZM[\� QV� TQUQ\QVO� \PW[M� ZQOP\[� \W�XZW\MK\� \PM�
public. In some cases, the data may suggest a broader authority to limit 
Second Amendment rights. But in other areas, it may suggest less authority. 
In either case, a better understanding of  the role the Second Amendment 
LMKQ[QWV[�_QTT�PI^M�WV�O]V�^QWTMVKM�_QTT�UISM�\PM[M�LMKQ[QWV[�UWZM�WJRMK\Q^M��
UWZM�KWV[\Q\]\QWVITTa�XZMKQ[M��IVL��PWXMN]TTa��UWZM�IKKMX\IJTM�\W�I�ÅMZKMTa�

*ITIVKM�WN �)KKM[[��-ٻKQMVKa��IVL�)L^MZ[IZQITQ[U, 27 rev. lITIg. 669, 688 (2008).
13 See, e.g., David Hemenway & Matthew Miller, Public Health Approach to the Prevention of  

Gun Violence, 368 new eng. J. med. 2033 (2013); Mark E. Cichon & Michael Hayes, 
Gun Violence Is a Public Health Epidemic, ChI. TrIb. (Mar. 25, 2016), https://www.
KPQKIOW\ZQJ]VM�KWU�WXQVQWV�TM\\MZ[�K\�O]V�^QWTMVKM�Q[�I�X]JTQK�PMIT\P�MXQLMUQK�
���������[\WZa�P\UT#�:QKPIZL�/WVbITM[��Gun Violence ‘A Public Health Crisis,’ American 
Medical Association Says��68:� �2]VM������������P\\X["��___�VXZ�WZO�[MK\QWV[�\PM\_W�
_Ia������������� ��������O]V�^QWTMVKM�I�X]JTQK�PMIT\P�KZQ[Q[�[Ia[�IUI#� +TIQZM�
McCarthy, Treat Gun Violence as a Public Health Issue, n.Y. TImes (Jan. 10, 2016), https://
___�Va\QUM[�KWU�ZWWUNWZLMJI\M������������UISQVO�O]V�][M�[INMZ�\ZMI\�O]V�
^QWTMVKM�I[�I�X]JTQK�PMIT\P�Q[[]M#� )TM`IVLZI� ;W_I�� Treat Gun Violence Like the Public 
Health Epidemic It Is and Lift Research Ban, balT. sun (Feb. 22, 2018), https://www.
JIT\QUWZM[]V�KWU�WXQVQWV�WX�ML�J[�ML�WX������O]V�ZM[MIZKP���� �����[\WZa�
html; Kate Walsh, Gun Violence Is a Public Health Crisis, bos. globe (Jan. 22, 2016), 
P\\X["��___�JW[\WVOTWJM�KWU�WXQVQWV������������O]V�^QWTMVKM�X]JTQK�PMIT\P�
crisis/SIWyyNO0MWfqev32cF53AO/story.html; Catherine Troisi & Stephen 
Williams, Public Health Approach Can Stem Gun Violence, hous. Chron. (Feb. 2, 2016), 
P\\X["��___�PW][\WVKPZWVQKTM�KWU�WXQVQWV�W]\TWWS�IZ\QKTM�<ZWQ[Q�?QTTQIU[�8]JTQK�
PMIT\P�IXXZWIKP�KIV�[\MU�� ���!��XPX#�,IV�,QIUWVL��How to Reduce Gun Violence? 
Treat It as a Public Health Problem, forbes (Oct. 1, 2015), https://www.forbes.com/
[Q\M[�LIVLQIUWVL������������O]V�^QWTMVKM�Q[�I�X]JTQK�PMIT\P�XZWJTMU�PMZM[�
why/#4ebce9364475; Nancy Dodson, Gun Violence Is a Public Health Menace, too; It’s Escaped 
Our Attention During the Coronavirus Pandemic, n.Y. daIlY news (June 26, 2020), https://
___�VaLIQTaVM_[�KWU�WXQVQWV�Va�WXML�O]V�^QWTMVKM�X]JTQK�PMIT\P�UMVIKM�\WW�
���������X\RT`P�UNROJRSKJ�J]LN][ZKM�[\WZa�P\UT#�5IOOQM�.W`��Gun Control Is a Public 
Health Issue, Experts Say, nbC news (Jan. 5, 2016), https://www.nbcnews.com/health/
PMIT\P�VM_[�O]V�KWV\ZWT�X]JTQK�PMIT\P�Q[[]M�M`XMZ\[�[Ia�V�!� ��#�;MIV�8ITNZMa��What 
a Public Health Approach to Gun Violence Would Look Like, huffIngTon PosT (June 17, 2016), 
P\\X["��___�P]ٺXW[\�KWU�MV\Za�O]V�^QWTMVKM�X]JTQK�PMIT\PGJG��������
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divided public.14 Thus, constitutional litigation is an opportunity for the 
public health community, in particular, to play a key role in demonstrating 
a path forward that properly balances the protections of  the individual and 
the public, and that is grounded in evidence.

This Article begins in Part I by describing in more detail the 
LQٻK]T\a� QV� ZMO]TI\QVO� ÅZMIZU[� \PZW]OP� TQ\QOI\QWV�� )� KI[M� QV^WT^QVO� IV�
accidental shooting is examined to show how the PLCAA prevents liability 
of  gun manufacturers even for overt disregard for increased safety measures, 
thus impeding victims or their families from bringing a successful cause of  
IK\QWV��<PM�XW\MV\QIT�NWZ�\PM�R]LQKQIZa�\W�NWK][�[WTMTa�WV�\PM�[KWXM�WN �;MKWVL�
Amendment protections and their reliance on historical analogues creates 
further barriers. Part II examines the informative function of  litigation, 
_PQKP� MVIJTM[� I� UMKPIVQ[U� NWZ� ML]KI\QVO� \PM� R]LQKQIZa� WV� I[XMK\[� WN � I�
case that may not have been apparent or for which they may not have the 
requisite expertise. Through amicus briefs, courts have been informed of  the 
critical aspects of  cases, including the lived experiences of  underrepresented 
OZW]X[�IVL�PW_�KWV[\Q\]\QWVIT�\PMWZa�PI[�I�ZMIT�_WZTL�QUXIK\�W]\[QLM�WN �\PM�
courtroom. Finally, Part III will demonstrate how constitutional litigation 
opens the door for public health research to play a vital role in determining 
the circumstances and degree to which Second Amendment rights may be 
limited. Here, it becomes clear that the empirical nature of  public health 
research may enable a truer understanding of  gun violence and the impact 
deregulatory constitutional declarations may have on this growing epidemic.

14 See KIm ParKer eT al., Pew res. CTr., amerICa’s ComPlex relaTIonshIP wITh guns 
71 (2017),� P\\X["��___�XM_[WKQIT\ZMVL[�WZO�_X�KWV\MV\�]XTWIL[�[Q\M[�����������
/]V[�:MXWZ\�.7:�?-*;1<-�8,.������XLN ��ÅVLQVO����WN �[]Z^MaML�ZM[XWV[M[�[IQL�
that it is more important to control gun ownership and 47% said protecting the right 
to own guns is more important).
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I. lImITaTIons In lITIgaTIon

A. Legislative Blockade

In 2005, Congress passed the Protection of  Lawful Commerce 
QV� )ZU[� )K\� �84+))�� QV� ZM[XWV[M� \W� IV� MٺWZ\� \W� ZMO]TI\M� \PM� ÅZMIZU[�
industry through litigation.15� -^QLMV\Ta� [\aUQML� QV� \PMQZ� MٺWZ\[� \W� XI[[�
desired legislation, some gun control advocates turned instead to the courts 
to advance their cause.16 In addition to liability claims from interested 
groups, mayors of  large cities and housing authorities brought lawsuits 
][QVO�QVVW^I\Q^M�TMOIT�\MKPVQY]M[�\W�XZM^MV\�KWV[WTQLI\QWV�IVL�\W�UI`QUQbM�
disadvantages for manufacturers.17 The claims in the causes of  action varied 
from product liability to negligence to nuisance.18 While the suits may not 
have been successful in court, they put pressure on manufacturers, which 
PIL�\PM�XW\MV\QIT�\W�KPIVOM�\PM�QVL][\Za��*]\�\PQ[�KPIVOM�Q[�[XMKQÅKITTa�_PI\�
+WVOZM[[�[W]OP\�\W�XZM^MV\��)KKWZLQVO�\W�+WVOZM[[QWVIT�ÅVLQVO[�� \PM�)K\�
was necessary due to “an abuse of  the legal system . . . .”19 Congress’s aim 
_I[� \W�XZM^MV\� \PM�¹I\\MUX\� \W�][M� \PM� R]LQKQIT�JZIVKP� \W� KQZK]U^MV\� \PM�
4MOQ[TI\Q^M� JZIVKP�º� \PMZMJa� TQUQ\QVO� \PM� IJQTQ\a� \W� ZMO]TI\M� \PM� ÅZMIZU[�
industry through litigation.20

The PLCAA prevents industry change through litigation by 
prohibiting civil liability actions in federal or state court.21 The statute 
OMVMZITTa� XZW^QLM[� QUU]VQ\a� NWZ�UIV]NIK\]ZMZ[� IVL� [MTTMZ[� WN � ÅZMIZU[� QV�
suits that arise from criminal or unlawful use of  the products by a third 
party.22 This provides broad protection because shooting another individual 

15� 8]J��4��6W����!�!�����!�;\I\����!����������KWLQÅML�I\����=�;�+������!���·����
16 Parmet & Daynard, supra note 7, at 437.
17 David Kopel, The Protection of  Lawful Commerce in Arms Act: Facts & Policy, wash. PosT: 

voloKh ConsPIraCY (May 24, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/
^WTWSP�KWV[XQZIKa�_X������������\PM�XZW\MK\QWV�WN�TI_N]T�KWUUMZKM�QV�IZU[�IK\�
NIK\[�IVL�XWTQKa��

18 Id.
19 See ���=�;�+�����!���I��������� ���+WVOZM[[�IT[W�[\I\M[�\PI\�XZW\MK\QWV�WN �\PM�ÅZMIZU[�

industry, for the industry itself  and the customers they serve, was a key purpose 
NWZ� XI[[QVO� \PM� [\I\]\M"� ¹<W� XZM[MZ^M� I� KQ\QbMV¼[� IKKM[[� \W� I� []XXTa� WN � ÅZMIZU[� IVL�
ammunition . . . . ” Id. § 7901(b)(2).

20 Id.����!���I�� ���+WVOZM[[�_I[�NWK][ML�WV�XZM^MV\QVO�R]LQKQIT�IK\QWV�IOIQV[\�\PM�
ÅZMIZU�QVL][\Za��IQUQVO�\W�XZM^MV\�¹XW[[QJTM�[][\IQVQVO�WN �\PM[M�IK\QWV[�Ja�I�UI^MZQKS�
R]LQKQIT�WٻKMZº�\PI\�_W]TL�¹M`XIVL�KQ^QT�TQIJQTQ\a�QV�I�UIVVMZ�VM^MZ�KWV\MUXTI\ML�
by the framers of  the Constitution, by Congress, or by the legislatures of  the several 
States.” Id. § 7901(a)(7).

21 Id. § 7902(a).
22 Id. § 7901(b)(1).
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nearly always includes an unlawful act. The statute does include some 
exceptions, but they are quite narrow.23

For example, one exception was argued in a liability claim related 
to the Sandy Hook shooting. In Soto v. Bushmaster��\PM�XTIQV\Qٺ[�ZMTQML�WV�IV�
M`KMX\QWV� \PI\� ZMTI\M[� [XMKQÅKITTa� \W� \PM�UIZSM\QVO� WN � \PM� XZWL]K\� ZI\PMZ�
than the product itself.24 This exception allows for claims to proceed when 
a manufacturer or seller knowingly violates a state or federal marketing 
law, and when that violation is the proximate cause of  the harm.25 The 
XTIQV\Qٺ[�IZO]ML�\PI\�\PM�UIV]NIK\]ZMZ�WN �\PM�[MUQI]\WUI\QK�ÅZMIZU�][ML�\W�
perpetrate the Sandy Hook shooting violated a Connecticut law prohibiting 
advertisements that promote or encourage violent, criminal behavior 
Ja�UIZSM\QVO� \PM� _MIXWV� I[� I�UMIV[� \W� KIZZa� W]\�UQTQ\IZa�[\aTM� KWUJI\�
missions against someone’s enemies.26 Ultimately, the Connecticut Supreme 
+W]Z\�Z]TML�\PQ[�KTIQU�_I[�VW\�JTWKSML�Ja�84+))��ZMRMK\QVO�\PM�LMNMVLIV\[¼�
ZMY]M[\�NWZ�[]UUIZa�R]LOUMV\�27 

Conversely, a 2009 case, Adames v. Sheahan, illustrates the extent to 
_PQKP�XZW\MK\QWV[�IZM�IٺWZLML�\W�UIV]NIK\]ZMZ[�Ja�\PM�84+))�28 This case 
involved the tragic death of  Josh Adames, who was shot by his friend Billy 
Swan, then thirteen years old.29 Home alone, Billy found three guns that 
were inside a box he saw on the top shelf  of  a closet in his parents’ room.30 

23 See id. § 7903(5).
24 Soto v. Bushmaster, 202 A.3d 262, 272, 274–75 (Conn. 2019).
25 15 U.S.C. § 7903(5)(A)(iii) (allowing claims where a “manufacturer or seller of  a 

Y]ITQÅML�XZWL]K\�SVW_QVOTa�^QWTI\ML�I�;\I\M�WZ�.MLMZIT�[\I\]\M�IXXTQKIJTM�\W�\PM�[ITM�
or marketing of  the product, and the violation was a proximate cause of  the harm for 
which relief  is sought . . . .”).�¹<PM�\MZU�»Y]ITQÅML�XZWL]K\¼�UMIV[�I�ÅZMIZU�������WZ�
IUU]VQ\QWV��������WZ�I�KWUXWVMV\�XIZ\�WN �I�ÅZMIZU�WZ�IUU]VQ\QWV��������º�Id. § 7903(4). 
The other exceptions include: (1) an action brought against a transferor convicted 
under the Gun Control Act, or a comparable State felony law, for conduct that directly 
PIZUML�\PM�XTIQV\Qٺ#�����IV�IK\QWV�JZW]OP\�IOIQV[\�I�[MTTMZ�NWZ�VMOTQOMV\�MV\Z][\UMV\�
or negligence per se; (3) an action for breach of  contract or warranty; (4) an action for 
LMI\P��QVR]Za��WZ�XZWXMZ\a�LIUIOM�L]M�LQZMK\Ta�\W�I�LM[QOV�WZ�UIV]NIK\]ZM�LMNMK\�_PMV�
used as intended or in a foreseeable manner, as long as there was no volitional act that 
KWV[\Q\]\ML� I� KZQUQVIT� WٺMV[M#� IVL� ���� IV� IK\QWV� WZ� XZWKMMLQVO� KWUUMVKML� Ja� \PM�
Attorney General to enforce the Gun Control Act. Id. § 7903(5)(a)(i)–(vi).

26 Soto, 202 A.3d 262, 272–74. These include advertisements that promote the weapon 
I[�¹\PM�]VKWUXZWUQ[QVO�KPWQKM�_PMV�aW]�LMUIVL�I�ZQÆM�I[�UQ[[QWV�ILIX\IJTM�I[�aW]�
are,” “the ultimate combat weapons system,” and use the slogan “Forces of  opposition, 
JW_�LW_V��AW]�IZM�[QVOTM�PIVLMLTa�W]\V]UJMZML�º�Id. at 274, 276–78.

27 Id. at 324–25. The petition for certiorari was denied by the Supreme Court. Remington 
Arms Co. v. Soto, 140 S. Ct. 513 (2019). 

28 See Adames v. Sheahan, 909 N.E.2d 742 (Ill. 2009), cert. denied, 558 U.S. 1100 (2009). 
29 Id. at 745.
30 Id.
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Handling a Beretta 92FS handgun, Billy pressed the button that removed 
\PM�UIOIbQVM�31�JMTQM^QVO�QVKWZZMK\Ta�\PI\�\PM�O]V�KW]TL�VW\�ÅZM�_Q\PW]\�\PM�
UIOIbQVM��?PMV�2W[P�IZZQ^ML�I\�*QTTa¼[�PWUM��*QTTa�[PW_ML�2W[P�\PM�*MZM\\I�
as the boys began to play.32 Believing the gun was empty, Billy pointed the 
ÅZMIZU�I\�2W[P�IVL�X]TTML�\PM�\ZQOOMZ��LQ[KPIZOQVO�\PM�O]V��<PM�J]TTM\�[\Z]KS�
Josh in the stomach, resulting in his tragic death.33

;M^MZIT� I^IQTIJTM� ÅZMIZU� NMI\]ZM[� KW]TL� PI^M� XZM^MV\ML� 2W[P�
)LIUM[¼[� LMI\P�� -`XMZ\[� NWZ� \PM� XTIQV\Qٺ[� \M[\QÅML� \PI\� I� UIOIbQVM�
LQ[KWVVMK\�LM^QKM��I�UMKPIVQ[U�ÅZ[\�QV^MV\ML�QV��!���IVL�XZM[MV\�QV�W^MZ�
300 handgun models at the time, could have prevented the shooting.34 Even 
_Q\PW]\�I�UIOIbQVM�LQ[KWVVMK\��M`XMZ\[�\M[\QÅML�\PI\�UIV]NIK\]ZMZ[�KW]TL�
make the handgun safer with a loaded chamber indicator that was more 
easily visible.35 This indicator would let the gun user know that a bullet was 
[\QTT� QV�\PM�KPIUJMZ�LM[XQ\M�\PM�IJ[MVKM�WN �I�UIOIbQVM�36 Wallace Collins, 
I�ÅZMIZU[�IVL�IUU]VQ\QWV�LM[QOV�IVL�[INM\a�M`XMZ\��\M[\QÅML�WV�JMPITN �WN �
\PM�XTIQV\Qٺ[�\PI\�\PM[M�[INM\a�NMI\]ZM[�_MZM�¹ZMILQTa�I^IQTIJTM��QVM`XMV[Q^M��
and commercially feasible.”37�<PMZMNWZM��I[�\PM�KPITTMVOMZ[�IZO]ML��[XMKQÅK�
KPWQKM[�Ja�\PM�UIV]NIK\]ZMZ�UILM�\PM�ÅZMIZU�UWZM�LIVOMZW][�IVL�UWZM�
likely to cause the harm that occurred.

Johns Hopkins School of  Public Health Professor Stephen Teret 
\M[\QÅML� \PI\� QV� I� []Z^Ma� WN � ������ ZM[XWVLMV\[�� VMIZTa� \PQZ\a�Å^M� XMZKMV\�
MQ\PMZ�\PW]OP\�\PI\�I�XQ[\WT�KW]TL�VW\�ÅZM�IN\MZ�\PM�UIOIbQVM�_I[�ZMUW^ML�WZ�
did not know whether it could.38 Importantly, nearly thirty percent of  those 
]VI_IZM�\PI\�\PM�XQ[\WT�KW]TL�ÅZM�_Q\PW]\�\PM�UIOIbQVM�TQ^ML�QV�I�PW][MPWTL�
_PMZM�I�ÅZMIZU�_I[�XZM[MV\�39 Thus, in Professor Teret’s opinion, the lack 
WN �I�UIOIbQVM�LQ[KWVVMK\�KI][ML�2W[P¼[�LMI\P�40�*MZM\\I¼[�_Q\VM[[M[�\M[\QÅML�

31 Id.
32 Id. at 746. 
33 Id. at 745–46. 
34 Id.�I\��� ·�!��)�UIOIbQVM�LQ[KWVVMK\�LM^QKM�WZ�UMKPIVQ[U�¹XZM^MV\[�I�[MUQI]\WUI\QK�

XQ[\WT� \PI\� PI[� I� LM\IKPIJTM� UIOIbQVM� NZWU� WXMZI\QVO� \W� [\ZQSM� \PM� XZQUMZ� WN �
IUU]VQ\QWV�QV�\PM�ÅZQVO�KPIUJMZ�_PMV�I�LM\IKPIJTM�UIOIbQVM�Q[�VW\�QV[MZ\ML�QV�\PM�
semiautomatic pistol.” Design Safety Standards in California, gIffords l. CTr. (updated 
2]Ta� � �� ������� P\\X["��OQٺWZL[�WZO�TI_KMV\MZ�[\I\M�TI_[�LM[QOV�[INM\a�[\IVLIZL[�QV�
KITQNWZVQI��NWW\VW\MG��G������

35 Id. at 749.
36 Id. at 748–50. 
37 Id. at 749. 
38 Id. 
39 Id. 
40 Id.�8ZWNM[[WZ�<MZM\�MKPWML�\PM�W\PMZ�XTIQV\Qٺ[¼�M`XMZ\[�QV�LMKTIZQVO�\PM�KPIUJMZ�TWILML�

_IZVQVO�WV�\PM�*MZM\\I�\W�JM�QVMٺMK\Q^M�QV�KWV^MaQVO�\PI\�\PM�PIVLO]V�_I[�[\QTT�TWILML�
_Q\PW]\�\PM�UIOIbQVM��Id. 
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\PI\�\PM�KW[\�WN �I�UIOIbQVM�LQ[KWVVMK\�_I[�IXXZW`QUI\MTa�\_W�XMZKMV\�WN �
\PM�ÅZMIZU[�XZQKM�IVL�\PI\�\PM�XZQUIZa�ZMI[WV�\PI\�\PMa�KPW[M�VW\�\W�QVKT]LM�
one was that there was no market for that feature.41 Yet, in liability cases, this 
evidence matters little due to the immunity granted to manufacturers by the 
PLCAA.

Under the PLCAA, the Supreme Court of  Illinois had little choice 
J]\� \W� OZIV\� []UUIZa� R]LOUMV\� NWZ� *MZM\\I� LM[XQ\M� \PM[M� \M[\QUWVQM[��
According to the court, there was a “criminal or unlawful misuse” of  the 
ÅZMIZU�Ja�I�\PQZL�XIZ\a��ZMOIZLTM[[�WN �_PM\PMZ�*QTTa�PIL�\PM�QV\MV\�\W�[PWW\�
Josh.42�<PM�XZQUIZa�KWVKMZV�NWZ�\PM�KW]Z\�_I[�\PI\�*QTTa�XWQV\ML�\PM�ÅZMIZU�
at his friend and pulled the trigger.43�)KKWZLQVO�\W�\PM�KW]Z\��\PQ[�Y]ITQÅML�
I[�I�^WTQ\QWVIT�IK\�\PI\�KWV[\Q\]\ML�I�KZQUQVIT�WٺMV[M��ZMUW^QVO�ITT�XW[[QJQTQ\a�
that one of  the exceptions to the PLCAA applied.44� ;XMKQÅKITTa�� LM[XQ\M�
IٺWZLIJTM�[WT]\QWV[45 readily available to Beretta, the exception to immunity 
for a “defect in design or manufacture of  the product, when used as intended or in a 
reasonably foreseeable manner,” did not apply here.46

<PQ[� KI[M� LMUWV[\ZI\M[� \PM� LQٻK]T\a� QV� _QVVQVO� I� TQIJQTQ\a� KTIQU�
against gun manufacturers. The inherent dangerousness and ease with which 
\PM�XZWL]K\�KIV�KI][M�[MZQW][�PIZU�IXXMIZ[�\W�JM�I�XZQUIZa�R][\QÅKI\QWV�NWZ�
QUXMLQVO�TQIJQTQ\a�KTIQU[��0MZM��LM[XQ\M�JMQVO�R][\�I�KPQTL��SVW_QVOTa�XWQV\QVO�
the gun and pulling the trigger is enough to exculpate the manufacturer 
for the perilous product they have created. Because of  the barrier created 
by the PLCAA, even the testimony demonstrating a lack of  awareness of  
PW_�ÅZMIZU[�_WZS�IVL�ZMILQTa�I^IQTIJTM� [INM\a� NMI\]ZM[� \W�ZML]KM� \PM�ZQ[S�
of  harm was rendered moot.47 Under the PLCAA, it is apparent that not 
only are manufacturers not liable for the harm caused by their product, be 
Q\�X]ZXW[MN]T�WZ�W\PMZ_Q[M��J]\� \PMa�IZM�]VLMZ�VW�WJTQOI\QWV� \W�UI`QUQbM�
the safety of  their product or to educate their consumers. This legislative 

41 Id.
42 Id. at 761–62 (quoting 15 U.S.C. § 7903(5)(A) (2006)).
43 Id. at 763.
44 Id.�I\����·����¹8TIQV\Qٺ[�IVL�\PM�IXXMTTI\M�KW]Z\�ZMIL�^WTQ\QWVIT�IK\�\W�ZMY]QZM�I�ÅVLQVO�

\PI\�*QTTa�QV\MVLML�\W�[PWW\�2W[P�WZ�]VLMZ[\WWL�\PM�ZIUQÅKI\QWV[�WN �PQ[�KWVL]K\��?M�
disagree. As Beretta argues, even if  Billy did not intend to shoot Josh, Billy did choose 
and determine to point the Beretta at Josh and did choose and determine to pull the 
trigger. Although Billy did not intend the consequences of  his act, his act nonetheless 
was a volitional act. Accordingly, pursuant to the PLCAA, the discharge of  the Beretta 
QV�\PQ[�KI[M�_I[�KI][ML�Ja�I�^WTQ\QWVIT�IK\�\PI\�KWV[\Q\]\ML�I�KZQUQVIT�WٺMV[M��_PQKP�\PM�
PLCAA provides ‘shall be considered the sole proximate cause of  any resulting death, 
XMZ[WVIT�QVR]ZQM[�WZ�XZWXMZ\a�LIUIOM�¼º���

45 Id. at 749.
46 Id. at 765 (emphasis added) (quoting 15 U.S.C. § 7903(5)(A)(v) (2006)).
47 Id. at 763.
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limitation demonstrates that victims of  gun violence need another avenue if  
\PMa�_Q[P�\W�PI^M�QVÆ]MVKM�W^MZ�\PM�ZMO]TI\QWV�WN �ÅZMIZU[�

While private actors were limited in their ability to sue for damages, 
cities attempted their own litigation strategies.48 For example, New York 
+Q\a� ÅTML� I� KTIQU� IOIQV[\� ÅZMIZU� []XXTQMZ[� NWZ� ^QWTI\QVO� 6M_� AWZS¼[�
criminal nuisance statute.49 The city claimed manufacturers were knowingly 
LQ[\ZQJ]\QVO�ÅZMIZU[�\W�TMOQ\QUI\M�ZM\IQTMZ[�\PI\�\PMa�SVM_�_W]TL�JM�LQ^MZ\ML�
QV\W� QTTMOIT�UIZSM\[�_Q\PW]\�UISQVO�IVa�MٺWZ\[� \W�XZM^MV\� \PQ[�LQ^MZ[QWV�50 
)KKWZLQVO� \W� \PM� KQ\a�� ÅZMIZU� []XXTQMZ[� ZMN][M� \W� \ISM� ZMI[WVIJTM� [\MX[�
available to them, such as monitoring sales, training dealers, or investigating 
which distributors have sales that disproportionately end up supplying the 
illegal secondary market.51 One of  the city’s claims for contribution to the 
QTTMOIT�UIZSM\[�_I[�UIV]NIK\]ZMZ[� X]ZXW[MN]TTa� W^MZ[]XXTaQVO� ÅZMIZU[� QV�
markets where gun regulations were particularly lax.52 As a result, New 
AWZS�[W]OP\�QVR]VK\Q^M�ZMTQMN �ZMY]QZQVO�[]XXTQMZ[�\W�IT\MZ�\PMQZ�UIZSM\QVO�IVL�
LQ[\ZQJ]\QWV�XZIK\QKM[�\W�MٺMK\Q^MTa�UQVQUQbM�\PM[M�QTTMOIT�UIZSM\[�53

=T\QUI\MTa��\PM�KQ\a¼[�MٺWZ\[�_MZM�]V[]KKM[[N]T��<PM�KW]Z\�LM\MZUQVML�
that the PLCAA preempted the city’s application of  its criminal nuisance 
statute and that no exception was applied.54 Applying the statutory canon of  
avoiding absurdity, the court stated that allowing this case to move forward 
would enable the “exception to swallow the statute, which was intended 
\W�[PQMTL�\PM�ÅZMIZU[�QVL][\Za�NZWU�^QKIZQW][� TQIJQTQ\a�NWZ�PIZU�KI][ML�Ja�
ÅZMIZU[�\PI\�_MZM�TI_N]TTa�LQ[\ZQJ]\ML�QV\W�XZQUIZa�UIZSM\[�º55 Undeterred 

48 See, e.g., District of  Columbia v. Beretta U.S.A. Corp., 940 A.2d 163, 172 (D.C. 
��� �� �ZMRMK\QVO� \PM� ,Q[\ZQK\¼[� I\\MUX\� \W� QUXW[M� [\ZQK\� TQIJQTQ\a� WV� I[[I]T\� _MIXWV[�
manufacturers).

49 City of  New York v. Beretta U.S.A. Corp., 524 F.3d 384, 389–91 (2d Cir. 2008), cert. 
denied, 556 U.S. 1104 (2009).

50 Id. at 391.
51 Id. The city asserted various mechanisms for facilitating the movement of  legally 

distributed handguns into illegal markets: (1) gun shows; (2) private sales, which do not 
ZMY]QZM�JIKSOZW]VL� KPMKS[� WZ� ZMKWZL�SMMXQVO� ZMY]QZML�Ja� NMLMZIT�ÅZMIZU� TQKMV[MM[#�
����[\ZI_�X]ZKPI[M[��_PMZM�Y]ITQÅML�QVLQ^QL]IT[�X]ZKPI[M�ÅZMIZU[�NWZ�\PW[M�_PW�IZM�
VW\� Y]ITQÅML#� ���� [MTTQVO�U]T\QXTM� ÅZMIZU[� I\� WVKM� WZ� QV� I� [PWZ\� XMZQWL� WN � \QUM#� ����
QV\MV\QWVIT�\ZIٻKSQVO�Ja�KWZZ]X\ML�NMLMZIT�ÅZMIZU�TQKMV[MM[#�����\PMN\[�NZWU�TQKMV[MM[�
with poor security; and (7) “oversupply of  markets where gun regulations are lax.” Id.

52 Id.
53 See id. at 390–91.
54 See id. at 390, 399–400. Under the PLCAA, a lawsuit may proceed in “an action 

in which a manufacturer or seller . . . knowingly violated a State or federal statute 
IXXTQKIJTM�\W�\PM�[ITM�WZ�UIZSM\QVO�WN �CÅZMIZU[E��IVL�\PM�^QWTI\QWV�_I[�I�XZW`QUI\M�
cause of  the harm . . . .” 15 USC § 7903(5)(A)(iii) (2018).

55 Beretta������.��L�I\������+WV^MZ[MTa��\PM�LQ[[MV\�ÅVL[�\PM�UIRWZQ\a¼[�QV\MZXZM\I\QWV�_QTT�QV�
fact lead to “the sort of  practical problems and absurd results we usually try to avoid.” 
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by concerns of  federalism, the court ultimately prevented New York from 
applying its laws to manufacturers the city believed contributed to substantial 
PIZU�\W�Q\[�KQ\QbMV[�56

B. Judicial Engagement

i. The Use, Misuse, and Absence of  Data

?PQTM� \PM� 84+))� XZM^MV\[� ZMO]TI\QVO� ÅZMIZU[� \PZW]OP� TQIJQTQ\a�
litigation, constitutional claims implicating the Second Amendment can have 
I�XZWNW]VL�QUXIK\�WV�ÅZMIZU�ZMO]TI\QWV[��)�JZWIL�QV\MZXZM\I\QWV�WN �;MKWVL�
Amendment protections has the potential to strike down existing regulations 
and prevent future policies aimed to curb gun violence. Meanwhile, a 
VIZZW_MZ�ZMILQVO�WN �\PM�;MKWVL�)UMVLUMV\�UIa�MVIJTM�MٺWZ\[�\W�ZML]KM�
gun violence but could also restrict the rights of  those seeking to protect 
themselves from harm.

The Supreme Court has provided little guidance on how lower 
courts should decide these critical cases.57 In Heller, the Court made clear 
that the Second Amendment provided an individual right to keep and bear 
IZU[��IVKPWZML�Ja�\PM�ZQOP\�WN �[MTN�LMNMV[M�58�AM\�\PM�UIRWZQ\a�WXQVQWV�OI^M�
hardly any other information on what this meant for existing laws limiting 
ÅZMIZU�IKKM[[�59

Id.� I\� ���� �3I\bUIVV�� 2��� LQ[[MV\QVO�� �KQ\I\QWV[� WUQ\\ML��� 1V� XIZ\QK]TIZ�� \PM� LQ[[MV\�
Y]M[\QWV[�\PM�ZMI[WVQVO�\PI\�_PQTM�¹I�[\I\]\M�VMML�VW\�M`XZM[[Ta�ZMO]TI\M�ÅZMIZU[�\W�JM�
»IXXTQKIJTM¼�\W�ÅZMIZU[��\PM�UIRWZQ\a�KWUM[�\W�\PM�KWVKT][QWV�\PI\�CKZQUQVIT�V]Q[IVKME�
Q[�VW\�I�[\I\]\M�\PI\�»KTMIZTa�KIV�JM�[IQL�\W�ZMO]TI\M�\PM�ÅZMIZU[�QVL][\Za¼�WZ�»IK\]ITTa�
ZMO]TI\MC[E�\PM�ÅZMIZU�QVL][\Za�¼º�Id. (second alteration in original) (footnote omitted) 
(citations omitted). Therefore, the dissent reads the holding to mean that a statute is not 
IXXTQKIJTM�]VTM[[�IVL�]V\QT�Q\�Q[�QV�NIK\�IXXTQML�\W�\PM�ÅZMIZU[�QVL][\Za��¹=VTQSM��[Ia��I�
NZ]Q\��_PQKP�Q[�MLQJTM�TWVO�JMNWZM�[WUMWVM�PI[�MI\MV�Q\��WZ�OI[WTQVM�_PQKP�Q[�ÆIUUIJTM�
M^MV�JMNWZM�[WUMWVM�PI[�QOVQ\ML�Q\��\PM�UIRWZQ\a�ÅVL[�\PI\�I�[\I\M�TI_�Q[�VW\�IXXTQKIJTM�
until a state court actually applies it.” Id. (citation omitted).

56 Id. I\��!�·!���UIRWZQ\a�WXQVQWV���<PM�UIRWZQ\a�PMTL�\PI\�\PM�WVTa�KWVKMZV�_Q\P�ZM[XMK\�
to the Tenth Amendment was whether the federal government was commandeering 
the state’s authority to act autonomously. Id. at 396. The court ruled commandeering 
_I[� VW\� XZM[MV\� JMKI][M� ¹Q\� QUXW[M[� VW� IٻZUI\Q^M� L]\a� WN � IVa� SQVL�º� Id. at 397 
(quoting Connecticut v. Physicians Health. Servs. of  Conn., Inc., 287 F.3d 110, 122 
(2d Cir. 2002) (internal quotation marks omitted)). 

57 See, e.g., Kachalsky v. County of  Westchester, 701 F.3d 81, 88 (2d Cir. 2012) (“Heller 
provides no categorical answer to this case. And in many ways, it raises more questions 
. . . .”). 

58 See District of  Columbia v. Heller (Heller I), 554 U.S. 570, 591–92 (2008).
59 Id. I\� ��!·��� �;\M^MV[�� 2�� LQ[[MV\QVO�� �IZO]QVO� \PI\� \PM� UIRWZQ\a� LQL� VW\� OQ^M� IVa�

information on how its ruling would impact existing laws).
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/]V� ^QWTMVKM� IVL� O]V� ZQOP\[� IZM� ÅMZKMTa� LMJI\ML� QV� \PM� X]JTQK�
discourse, with passionate advocates on each side.60 Most, though, 
acknowledge that gun violence is indeed a national problem.61 It is, therefore, 
not a question of  should we address gun violence, but rather, how do we 
ILLZM[[� O]V� ^QWTMVKM¸ZMO]TI\QWV�WZ� QVKZMI[ML� IKKM[[� \W� ÅZMIZU[� NWZ� [MTN�
LMNMV[M¸\PI\�XZW^WSM[�MUW\QWVITTa�KPIZOML�ZM[XWV[M[��?PQTM�\PM�R]LQKQIZa�
continues to determine the contours of  the Second Amendment right, it 
Q[� QUXMZI\Q^M� \PI\� \PMa� LW� [W� LMTQJMZI\MTa� IVL� I[� WJRMK\Q^MTa� I[� XW[[QJTM��
7JRMK\Q^Q\a�QV�\PQ[�IZMI�UIa�JM�XIZ\QK]TIZTa�QUXWZ\IV\�\W�MVKW]ZIOQVO�X]JTQK�
\Z][\�QV�\PM�R]LQKQIZa¼[�IJQTQ\a�\W�QV[]TI\M�Q\[MTN �NZWU�\PM�XWTQ\QK[�WN �\PM�Q[[]M�

The use of  empirical evidence and the growing body of  public 
health research may provide a useful avenue with which to achieve this goal. 
Data cannot necessarily answer a legal question, and in some circumstances, 
data may even be lacking or unavailable. But at other times, there may 
be data supporting the arguments on each side of  a case, a situation that 
\aXQKITTa�ZM[]T\[� QV�LMNMZMVKM�\W�\PM� TMOQ[TI\]ZM��-UXPI[QbQVO�\PM�ZMTM^IVKM�
of  public health research is not to suggest that it will answer any and all 
legal queries. Rather, it provides a more robust understanding of  the legal 
Y]M[\QWV�� ,I\I� KIV� KWV\M`\]ITQbM� \PM� TMOIT� IVITa[Q[� IVL� XZW^QLM� UWZM�
thorough reasoning for the court’s ultimate conclusion. Using research that 
focuses on the relationship between gun laws and gun violence provides the 
R]LQKQIZa�_Q\P�IVW\PMZ�QUXWZ\IV\�\WWT�NWZ�IKKWUXTQ[PQVO�I�KWUXTM\M�IVITa[Q[�
WN �\PM�KWV[\Q\]\QWVITQ\a�WN �IVa�ÅZMIZU�ZMO]TI\QWV��AM\�\WW�UIVa�KI[M[�\MVL�
to ignore the public health aspects of  the issue.

Instead, cases often focus on the scope of  the right, ignoring the 
harm that an expansive interpretation of  Second Amendment protections 
may cause. There is some logic to this approach. Heller provided very little 
information outside of  the fact that the District of  Columbia could not ban 
individuals from possessing handguns in their homes. The Court’s narrow 
Z]TQVO�IVL�ZMTQIVKM�WV�PQ[\WZQKIT�IVITa[Q[�\W�ÅVL�IV�QVLQ^QL]IT�ZQOP\�PI[�TML�
[WUM�R]ZQ[\[�\W�\]ZV�\W�PQ[\WZa�NWZ�IV[_MZ[�62 But there are limitations to what 
history can provide in constitutional analysis, including state authority, to 
limit a right in response to a public health crisis.63

To be sure, science and data tell us nothing of  the scope of  an 
IUMVLUMV\¼[�XZW\MK\QWV��*]\�]VLMZ�\PM�XWTQKM�XW_MZ[��\PM�[\I\M�Q[�I]\PWZQbML�

60 See KIm ParKer eT al., supra, note 14.
61 See id. at 53 (showing that only 2% of  respondents felt gun violence was not a problem 

at all in the United States).
62 See discussion infra, Part I.B.ii.
63 See id.; see also Michael R. Ulrich, Revisionist History? Responding to Gun Violence Under 

Historical Limitations, 45 am. J.l. & med. 188, 190 (2019). 
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to pass laws to protect public health, safety, and welfare.64 Constitutional 
rights can and have been limited in the name of  public health since the 
founding.65 Thus, the public health impact is not only important but 
constitutionally relevant. A focus entirely on the right is simply an incomplete 
legal analysis. The scope of  the right, the degree to which it is infringed, 
IVL� \PM� XW\MV\QIT� JMVMÅ\[� \W� \PM� X]JTQK� IZM� ITT� KZQ\QKIT� KWUXWVMV\[� WN � I�
constitutional evaluation.66

Yet some prominent cases have been devoid of  an empirical 
assessment while coming to conclusions that could have drastic impacts 
on gun control and exacerbate the gun violence epidemic. For example, 
questions have arisen regarding how to treat Heller’s declaration that: 

C6EW\PQVO� QV� W]Z� WXQVQWV� [PW]TL� JM� \ISMV� \W� KI[\� LW]J\� WV�
TWVO[\IVLQVO�XZWPQJQ\QWV[�WV�\PM�XW[[M[[QWV�WN �ÅZMIZU[�Ja�NMTWV[�
IVL�\PM�UMV\ITTa�QTT��WZ�TI_[�NWZJQLLQVO�\PM�KIZZaQVO�WN �ÅZMIZU[�
in sensitive places such as schools and government buildings, or 
TI_[� QUXW[QVO� KWVLQ\QWV[� IVL�Y]ITQÅKI\QWV[�WV� \PM� KWUUMZKQIT�
sale of  arms.67

The Sixth Circuit has dismissed Second Amendment claims for those 
convicted of  felonies, relying almost entirely on this language.68 One such case 
involved an individual convicted of  running an illegal gambling business.69 
The Sixth Circuit dispensed the constitutional claim with no analysis of  
whether this type of  crime is associated with an increased likelihood of  
future violence by grounding its opinion on this quote from Heller, where 
\PM� ;]XZMUM�+W]Z\� [IQL� XZWPQJQ\QVO� NMTWV[� NZWU� XW[[M[[QVO� ÅZMIZU[� _I[�
“presumptively lawful” 70 but provided no explanation or citations to explain 

64 Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 25, 27 (1905). 
65 See Wendy E. Parmet, Health Care and the Constitution: Public Health and the Role of  the State 

in the Framing Era, 20 hasTIngs ConsT. l.Q. 267, 285–302 (1993) (describing public 
health regulations in the colonial period and founding era); see also Gibbons v. Ogden, 
22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 1, 203 (1824) (declaring the inherent police power as “a portion 
of  that immense mass of  legislation, which embraces everything within the territory 
WN �I�;\I\M��VW\�[]ZZMVLMZML�\W�\PM�OMVMZIT�OW^MZVUMV\�º�QVKT]LQVO�¹CQEV[XMK\QWV�TI_[��
Y]IZIV\QVM�TI_[��CIVLE�PMIT\P�TI_[�WN �M^MZa�LM[KZQX\QWV������º�#�;TI]OP\MZ�0W][M�+I[M[��
83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36, 62 (1872) (acknowledging the historical acceptance of  police 
power authority and “the general and rational principle, that every person ought so to 
][M�PQ[�XZWXMZ\a�I[�VW\�\W�QVR]ZM�PQ[�VMQOPJWZ[#�IVL�\PI\�XZQ^I\M�QV\MZM[\[�U][\�JM�UILM�
subservient to the general interests of  the community.”) (citation omitted).

66 Ulrich, supra note 4, at 1061.
67 Heller I, 554 U.S. at 626–27.
68 United States v. Carey, 602 F.3d 738, 739, 741 (6th Cir. 2010).
69 Id. at 739. 
70 Heller I, 554 U.S. at 627 n.26.
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this conclusion.71 Meanwhile, the Seventh Circuit in 2010 upheld the 
statute’s application to an individual convicted of  robbery, relying in part on 
I�6W\M�NZWU��! ��\PI\�KQ\ML�ZMKQLQ^Q[U�ZM[MIZKP�X]JTQ[PML�QV��!�!��\PQZ\a�
one years prior to its opinion.72

4I_[�TQUQ\QVO�ÅZMIZU[�IKKM[[�\W�\PM�UMV\ITTa�QTT�ZMKMQ^ML�I�[TQOP\Ta�
more deliberate analysis from the Sixth Circuit in <aTMZ�̂ ��0QTT[LITM�+W]V\a�;PMZQٺ¼[�
Department.73 The question there was whether the mentally ill, a designation 
M[\IJTQ[PML� QV� \PM� NMLMZIT� [\I\]\M� Ja� ILR]LQKI\QWV[� WN � QVKWUXM\MVKa� IVL�
involuntary commitment, may be permanently prohibited from owning 
ÅZMIZU[�74 Unlike the analysis for the permanent ban for felons, the Sixth 
Circuit did not take the Heller� TIVO]IOM� \W� JM� ¹IV� IVITa\QKIT� Wٺ�ZIUX� \W�
avoid constitutional analysis.”75�0W_M^MZ��\PM�LQٺMZQVO�\ZMI\UMV\�WN �NMTWV[�
and the mentally ill do not appear to be based on one being more or less 
TQSMTa�\W�KWUUQ\�N]\]ZM�^QWTMVKM��1V[\MIL��\PM�KW]Z\�TWWSML�\W�PQ[\WZa��ÅVLQVO�
\PM�XZWPQJQ\QWV�WN �ÅZMIZU�XW[[M[[QWV�Ja�\PM�UMV\ITTa�QTT�\W�TIKS�¹PQ[\WZQKIT�
pedigree.”76 Yet, as Judge Moore’s dissent in Tyler notes, the ban on possession 
by all felons was enacted in 1961, 170 years after the Second Amendment 
_I[�ZI\QÅML�IVL�I�UMZM�[M^MV�aMIZ[�JMNWZM�\PM�JIV�WV�\PM�UMV\ITTa�QTT�77

The Sixth Circuit acknowledged that the purpose of  the statute was 
\W�SMMX�ÅZMIZU[�W]\�WN �\PM�PIVL[�WN �¹ZQ[Sa�XMWXTM�º78 Yet, after examining 
\PM� JIV� UWZM� KTW[MTa�� \PM� UIRWZQ\a� WXQVQWV� NW]VL� \PI\� VMIZTa� ITT� WN � \PM�
OW^MZVUMV\¼[�M^QLMVKM�TIKSML�R][\QÅKI\QWV�NWZ�I�XMZUIVMV\�XZWPQJQ\QWV�NWZ�
those who have been involuntarily committed at some point in their life.79 
<PM�UIRWZQ\a� M^MV� KQ\ML� I� [\]La� ÅVLQVO� \PI\� \PM� ZI\M[� WN � ^QWTMV\� IK\[� Ja�
those involuntarily committed and the general population in the observed 

71 Carey, 602 F.3d at 741. The Sixth Circuit’s determination in Carey also relies heavily on 
its own decision in United States v. Frazier. See 602 F.3d at 741–42. In Frazier the Sixth 
+QZK]Q\�]XPMTL�\PM�KWV[\Q\]\QWVITQ\a�WN �\PM�NMTWV�JIV��KQ\QVO�[M^MZIT�KI[M[�\PI\�XZM�LI\ML�
Heller even though Frazier was decided after Heller. See =VQ\ML�;\I\M[� �̂�.ZIbQMZ������.��
App’x. 801, 807 (6th Cir. 2008). 

72 United States v. Williams, 616 F.3d 685, 692–93 (7th Cir. 2010) (citing Note, Selective 
Incapacitation: Reducing Crime Through Predictions of  Recidivism, 96 harv. l. rev. 511, 515, 
515 n.24 (1982)).

73 See generally <aTMZ� �̂�0QTT[LITM�+\a��;PMZQٺ¼[�,MX¼\�� ���.��L��� ���\P�+QZ��������
74 Id. at 681.
75 Id. at 686 (citations omitted).
76 Id. at 687. According to the court, the limits on the mentally ill are “of  20th Century 

vintage” (quoting United States v. Skoien, 614 F.3d 638, 641 (7th Cir. 2010)), and lack 
“historical evidence” in support. Id. 

77 See id. at 715–16 (Moore, J., dissenting).
78 Id.�I\��!���UIRWZQ\a�WXQVQWV���KQ\I\QWV[�WUQ\\ML��
79 See id. at 694–98.
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community to be statistically indistinguishable.80 Indeed, the evidence 
suggests people with mental illness are no more likely to be violent than 
those without mental illnesses.81 In fact, people with mental illnesses are 
more likely to be the victims of  violence,82 which actually may suggest their 
ZQOP\�\W�[MTN�LMNMV[M�[PW]TL�JM�UWZM�IZLMV\Ta�XZW\MK\ML� 

;\QTT��\PM�UIRWZQ\a�LMKQLML�\W�ZMUIVL�\PM�KI[M�\W�OQ^M�\PM�OW^MZVUMV\�
another chance to meet their burden of  proof.83 Multiple concurring 
WXQVQWV[� Y]M[\QWVML� \PM� ^ITQLQ\a� WN � WٺMZQVO� \PM� OW^MZVUMV\� IVW\PMZ�
WXXWZ\]VQ\a�\W�R][\QNa�\PM�TQNM\QUM�JIV��IVL�2]LOM�5K3MIO]M�KPIZIK\MZQbML�
the government’s evidence as “woefully short of  demonstrating the required 
ZMI[WVIJTM�Å\º84 between the ban and their interests.85 Here the problem is 
not necessarily that the court did not engage with research; rather, the Sixth 
Circuit did not come to the most logical conclusion in light of  the fact that 
ITT�WN � \PM�OW^MZVUMV\¼[� ZM[MIZKP�_I[�LMMUML� QV[]ٻKQMV\��)OIQV�� Q\� Q[�VW\�
that data will necessarily be controlling, but it should be persuasive. And a 
cursory discussion of  empirical evidence that is not relied upon in reaching 
\PM�KW]Z\¼[�KWVKT][QWV�PIZLTa�Y]ITQÅM[�I[�I�\PWZW]OP�IVITa[Q[�

Courts have demonstrated a willingness to disregard data not only as 
it relates to limited Second Amendment rights of  felons and the mentally ill 
J]\�QV�ÅVLQVO�IV�M`XIV[Q^M�̂ QM_�WN �;MKWVL�)UMVLUMV\�ZQOP\[�I[�_MTT��*ZWIL�
protection of  Second Amendment rights can have serious implications that 
UIa�IL^MZ[MTa�IٺMK\�\PM�X]JTQK��<PM�ZQOP\�\W�KIZZa�ÅZMIZU[�QV�X]JTQK�WٺMZ[�
one such example. While dangers are present for the individual and those 
\PMa�TQ^M�_Q\P�_PMV�I�ÅZMIZU�Q[�XZM[MV\�QV�\PM�PWUM��I�LMKQ[QWV�\W�KIZZa�I�O]V�

80 Id. at 696 (citing Henry J. Steadman et al., Violence by People Discharged from Acute Psychiatric 
Inpatient Facilities and by Others in the Same Neighborhoods, 55 arChIves gen. PsYChIaTrY 
393, 400 (1998)).

81 See, e.g.��2WVI\PIV�5��5M\bT���3MVVM\P�<��5IK4MQ[P��Mental Illness, Mass Shootings, and the 
Politics of  American Firearms, 105 am. J. Pub. healTh 240, 241–42 (2015) (demonstrating 
that only about 4% of  violence is attributable to people with mental illnesses). Perhaps 
UWZM� QUXWZ\IV\Ta�� \PQ[� NIK\�PWTL[� \Z]M�_PMV� TWWSQVO�I\�PIZU� NZWU�ÅZMIZU[��;\]LQM[�
¹[PW_� \PI\� NM_MZ� \PIV���WN � \PM��������� O]V�ZMTI\ML� SQTTQVO[� QV� \PM�=VQ\ML�;\I\M[�
between 2001 and 2010 were perpetrated by people diagnosed with mental illness.” Id. 
at 241.

82 Id. I\����� �¹C8EMWXTM�LQIOVW[ML�_Q\P� [KPQbWXPZMVQI�PI^M�^QK\QUQbI\QWV� ZI\M[���� \W�
130% higher than those of  the general public.”).

83 See Tyler, 837 F.3d at 699 (McKeague, J., concurring).
84 Id. Judge McKeague also stated, “I agree with Judge Sutton that . . . it would be fruitless 

to give the government a second bite at the apple . . . .” Id.
85 Id. at 699; see also id. at 700 �?PQ\M��2���KWVK]ZZQVO���¹C<EPM�OW^MZVUMV\�PI[�VW\�UM\�Q\[�

burden . . . .”); id. I\��� ��;]\\WV��2���KWVK]ZZQVO���¹C<EPM�OW^MZVUMV\�PI[�VW\�XZM[MV\ML�
IVa�QVLQ^QL]ITQbML�M^QLMVKM�IJW]\�<aTMZ¼[�Å\VM[[�\W�XW[[M[[�I�O]V�J]\�QV[\MIL�PI[�ZMTQML�
on stereotypes about the mentally ill.”). 
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in public has the potential to increase the risk for others. More importantly, 
it creates risk for individuals who have no control over the decision of  others 
\W�KIZZa�\PMQZ�ÅZMIZU[�IVL��QV�\PM�KI[M�WN �KWVKMITML�KIZZa��UIa�PI^M�VW�_Ia�
WN �SVW_QVO�QN �IVL�_PMV�ÅZMIZU[�IZM�XZM[MV\�QV�I�X]JTQK�[M\\QVO�

Yet, in Wrenn v. District of  Columbia,86 the D.C. Circuit struck down 
I� TQUQ\I\QWV�WV�KIZZaQVO�ÅZMIZU[� QV�X]JTQK�_Q\P�VW� ZMNMZMVKM�� KQ\I\QWV��WZ�
discussion of  what impact this may have on gun violence and the public.87 
The case concerned a “good reason” restriction, which required individuals 
\W� LMUWV[\ZI\M� I� VMML� JMaWVL� OMVMZIT� [MTN�LMNMV[M� \W� KIZZa� I� ÅZMIZU� QV�
public.88� <PM�,Q[\ZQK\� _I[� VW\� \ZaQVO� \W� MTQUQVI\M� KQ\QbMV[¼� ZQOP\� \W� KIZZa�
ÅZMIZU[�QV�X]JTQK�KWUXTM\MTa#�ZI\PMZ��Q\�I\\MUX\ML�\W�TQUQ\�KWVKMITML�KIZZaQVO�
rights to those who demonstrated a true need for it.89 It seems unremarkable 
to see this as an attempt to strike a balance between the needs of  individuals 
NWZ�[MTN�LMNMV[M�IVL�\PM�ZQ[S[�\W�\PM�X]JTQK�90 Consequently, a constitutional 
IVITa[Q[�_W]TL� XZM[]UIJTa� M`IUQVM� \PM� R][\QÅKI\QWV� NWZ� \PM[M� ZM[\ZQK\QWV[�
to determine whether they have a reasonable chance to mitigate risk or 
whether they go too far.

But the D.C. Circuit avoided such an analysis completely.91 
Performing some logical gymnastics, the Circuit Court found the city’s 
regulation to be a complete ban for those residents who are denied a license 
to carry in public, thus falling in line with the complete ban of  handguns by 
IVa�ZM[QLMV\�\PI\�\PM�+W]Z\�KI\MOWZQKITTa�ZMRMK\ML�QV�Heller.92�<PM�UIRWZQ\a�
in Wrenn focused entirely on the scope of  the right, whereas the dissent 
highlighted the relevance of  the District’s consideration of  “vast amounts 

86 Wrenn v. District of  Columbia, 864 F.3d 650 (D.C. Cir. 2017). 
87 Id. at 668.
88 Id. at 655–56.
89 Id. 
90 Compare Wrenn, 864 F.3d at 667–68, with Kachalsky v. County of  Westchester, 701 F.3d 

 ���! ���L�+QZ���������IXXTaQVO�QV\MZUMLQI\M�[KZ]\QVa�IVL�ÅVLQVO�6M_�AWZS¼[�¹XZWXMZ�
cause” restriction a proper balance between Second Amendment rights and the State’s 
authority to protect the public), and Moore v. Madigan, 702 F.3d 933, 941 (7th Cir. 
2012) (supporting the Second Circuit’s analysis in Kachalsky that New York took a 
UWLMZI\M�IXXZWIKP�\W�N]TÅTTQVO�Q\[�WJRMK\Q^M�\W�XZW\MK\�\PM�X]JTQK��

91 Wrenn��  ��� .��L� I\� ���� �¹C?EM� [\ZQSM� LW_V� \PM�,Q[\ZQK\¼[� TI_� PMZM� IXIZ\� NZWU� IVa�
XIZ\QK]TIZ�JITIVKQVO�\M[\�º���<PM�KW]Z\�LQL�\PQ[�LM[XQ\M�ZMKWOVQbQVO�\PI\�¹W]Z�XZM^QW][�
cases have always applied tiers of  scrutiny to gun laws.” Id.

92 Id. at 665–66. The court ignores the fact that individuals would be able to reapply for 
X]JTQK�KIZZa�TQKMV[M[�QV�\PM�N]\]ZM��_PQKP�_W]TL�KWV\ZILQK\�\PM�KI\MOWZQbI\QWV�WN �\PM�TI_�
as a permanent ban. Moreover, the court declares that Heller prohibits total bans yet, 
as discussed above, courts have rather easily accepted lifetime bans for anyone who has 
JMMV�KWV^QK\ML�WN �I�NMTWVa��QVKT]LQVO�\PW[M�\PI\�IZM�VWV^QWTMV\�WٺMV[M[��See supra notes 
67–72 and accompanying text.
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of  data” that found an “empirical connection between a profusion of  guns 
and increased violent crime.”93�)N\MZ�LMKTIZQVO�\PM�ZQOP\�\W�KIZZa�I�ÅZMIZU�
in public a part of  the core of  Second Amendment protections, the Wrenn 
KW]Z\�PMTL� \PI\� Q\�¹_W]TL�ÆW]\� C\PME� TM[[WV�WN �Heller I if  we proceeded as 
QN � [WUM� JMVMÅ\[� KW]TL� R][\QNa� TI_[� \PI\� VMKM[[IZQTa� LM[\ZWa� \PM� WZLQVIZQTa�
[Q\]I\ML�KQ\QbMV¼[�ZQOP\�\W�bear common arms.”94

The court here explicitly ignored the role of  the government 
in protecting public health, safety, and welfare. It would be one thing to 
consider the evidence and determine that the law simply goes too far. 
8MZPIX[�_PI\�Y]ITQÅM[�I[�I�¹OWWL�ZMI[WVº�Q[�\WW�VIZZW_��NWZ�M`IUXTM��*]\�
the court never weighed any evidence, let alone research considering to what 
M`\MV\�X]JTQK�KIZZa� TI_[�UQVQUQbM�WZ�M`IKMZJI\M�O]V�^QWTMVKM��:MOIZLTM[[�
WN � \PM�W]\KWUM�� \W�JM� [W� KI^ITQMZ� IJW]\� ZMO]TI\QWV[� IQUML�I\�UQVQUQbQVO�
\PM�V]UJMZ�WN �ÅZMIZU[� QV�X]JTQK� Q[� \ZW]JTQVO��/]V�^QWTMVKM� Q[� QVIZO]IJTa�
I�XZWJTMU�IVL�WVM�\PI\�[PW]TL�JM�OMV]QVMTa�MVOIOML�_Q\P�Ja�\PM�R]LQKQIZa�
_PMV�KWV[QLMZQVO�ÅZMIZU�ZMO]TI\QWV[��

It is worth noting two points about these cases. Although they 
are important, they are lower courts and obviously do not set a binding 
precedent throughout the country. Moreover, these cases do not represent 
the entirety of  the Second Amendment landscape among the lower courts, 
including the use of  empirical evidence. But with little Supreme Court case 
law to examine, these lower court cases are illustrative of  how courts can 
ignore data and relatively easily dispense with state interests or even Second 
Amendment protections for certain groups. 

It is, therefore, particularly important to understand how the 
Supreme Court Justices may grapple with empirical data or if  they will at all. 
The litigation of  the Supreme Court’s most recent Second Amendment case, 
6M_�AWZS�;\I\M�:QÆM���8Q[\WT�)[[WKQI\QWV� �̂�+Q\a�WN �6M_�AWZS,95 is demonstrative of  
the uncertainty surrounding the Justices’ approach. New York City limited 
carrying handguns only to shooting ranges within the city limits.96 The 
restriction was challenged as a violation of  the Second Amendment, but the 
City won in the District and Appellate Courts.97 After the Supreme Court 
granted certiorari to hear the case, however, New York reversed course and 

93 Wrenn�� ���.��L�I\�����������0MVLMZ[WV��2���LQ[[MV\QVO���<PM�UIRWZQ\a�PWTL[�\PI\�¹_M�
VMMLV¼\�XI][M�\W�IXXTa�\QMZ[�WN �[KZ]\QVa��I[�QN �[\ZWVO�MVW]OP�[PW_QVO[�WN �X]JTQK�JMVMÅ\[�
could save this destruction of  so many commonly situated D.C. residents’ constitutional 
ZQOP\�\W�JMIZ�KWUUWV�IZU[�NWZ�[MTN�LMNMV[M�Q[�IVa�NI[PQWV�I\�ITT�º�Id. at 666.

94 Id. at 665 (emphasis in original).
95� 6�A��;\I\M�:QÆM���8Q[\WT�)[[¼V� �̂�+Q\a�WN �6M_�AWZS������;��+\��������������
96 Id. at 1530 (Alito, J., dissenting).
97 Id. at 1527–28.
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amended the law to appease the challengers and argued the case was moot.98 
New York did not fear that the Supreme Court would strike down 

the restriction; the fact that the law was amended evidences as much. But 
arguing that the case was moot might have been an attempt to forestall an 
IL^MZ[M�Z]TQVO�JZWIL�MVW]OP�\W�QUXIK\�W\PMZ�ÅZMIZU�ZMO]TI\QWV[�KZQ\QKIT�\W�
\PM�ÅOP\�IOIQV[\�O]V�^QWTMVKM�99�)\�M^MZa�R]LQKQIT�TM^MT��;MKWVL�)UMVLUMV\�
Z]TQVO[�LMÅVM�\PM�KWV\W]Z[�WN �\PM�[WT]\QWV[�I^IQTIJTM�\W�XWTQKaUISMZ[��*]\�
the Supreme Court has the power to control all of  those cases, and it appears 
that some members of  the Court are more likely to look backward at the 
history of  the Second Amendment, rather than forward, when making their 
LMKQ[QWV��)[�QTT][\ZI\ML�JMTW_��[]KP�I�JIKS_IZL�TWWSQVO�IXXZWIKP�_W]TL�JM�
limiting.

ii. Historical Limitations

McDonald v. City of  Chicago100 is the only other Supreme Court case 
on the Second Amendment decided since Heller, but other sources provide 
QV[QOP\�QV\W�\PM�IXXZWIKP�KMZ\IQV�R][\QKM[�UQOP\�\ISM�101 Importantly, many 
R][\QKM[�[MMU�QV\MV\�WV�][QVO�PQ[\WZa�I[�\PM�XZQUIZa�\WWT�NWZ�LM\MZUQVQVO�\PM�
constitutionality of  gun laws. This approach, however, is misguided because 
Q\� TQUQ\[� \PM� QVÆ]MVKM� IVL� QUXWZ\IVKM� WN � [WKQIT� [KQMVKM� IVL� QOVWZM[� \PM�
potential for public health issues to evolve over time, expanding government 
authority to act in times of  crisis and restricting authority when the risk 
PI[�JMMV�UQVQUQbML�WZ�MTQUQVI\ML��)[�W]Z�]VLMZ[\IVLQVO�WN �X]JTQK�PMIT\P�
problems and methods to address them improve over time, the analysis of  
[\I\M�MٺWZ\[�\W�XZW\MK\�\PM�X]JTQK�[PW]TL�M^WT^M�I[�_MTT��*]\�ZMTQIVKM�WV�PQ[\WZa�
UIa�KZMI\M�I�JIZZQMZ�\W�I�UWLMZV��LI\I�LZQ^MV�IXXZWIKP�\W�O]V�^QWTMVKM�

Given Justice Thomas’s numerous dissents from the Court’s denials 
of  certiorari for Second Amendment appeals, his opinion is perhaps the 
easiest on the Court to predict in these matters. Justice Thomas has declared 
the Second Amendment a “disfavored right” and castigated lower courts 
NWZ� \PMQZ� ¹OMVMZIT� NIQT]ZM� \W� IٺWZL� \PM� ;MKWVL� )UMVLUMV\� \PM� ZM[XMK\�
due an enumerated right.”102� 5WZM� QUXWZ\IV\Ta�� PM� ZMRMK\[� TW_MZ� KW]Z\[¼�

98 See id. at 1526 (plurality opinion).
99 Even Justice Alito questions the logic behind the government’s change of  heart: 

“Although the City had previously insisted that its ordinance served important public 
safety purposes, our grant of  review apparently led to an epiphany of  sorts, and the 
City quickly changed its ordinance.” Id. at 1527–28 (Alito, J., dissenting).

100 McDonald v. City of  Chicago, 561 U.S. 742, 764 (2010).
101 See infra notes 102–12 and accompanying text.
102 Silvester v. Becerra, 138 S. Ct. 945, 945 (2018) (Thomas, J., dissenting from the Court’s 
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][M�WN �I�\_W�[\MX�QVY]QZa�\PI\�QVKWZXWZI\M[�\PM�\QMZ[�WN �[KZ]\QVa�QV�;MKWVL�
)UMVLUMV\�KI[M[��ÅVLQVO�\PM�\M[\�\W�JM�¹MV\QZMTa�UILM�]Xº�IVL�QVKWV[Q[\MV\�
with Heller¼[� ZMRMK\QWV� WN � IV� QV\MZM[\�JITIVKQVO� QVY]QZa�103 Instead, Justice 
Thomas appears to prefer that courts follow Heller’s suggestion that “courts 
could conduct historical analyses for restrictions” that may be analogous to 
the current laws that are challenged.104�1V�IVW\PMZ�LQ[[MV\��RWQVML�Ja�2][\QKM�
Gorsuch, Justice Thomas explicitly stated that historical digging into sources 
from England, the founding era, the antebellum period, and Reconstruction 
helped him determine that the Ninth Circuit Court of  Appeals incorrectly 
]XPMTL�I�ÅZMIZU�ZM[\ZQK\QWV�105

Justice Alito took the historical approach in his dissent106 from the 
Supreme Court’s most recent Second Amendment case, 6M_�AWZS�;\I\M�:QÆM�
& Pistol Association v. City of  New York��I�KI[M�\PM�UIRWZQ\a�LMKTIZML�UWW\�QV�
light of  recent amendments made to the city’s handgun licensing statute.107 
After explaining why the case was not moot, Justice Alito stated that the 
constitutional question was an easy one to answer using a historical analysis 
that showed a lack of  analogous laws at the time the Second Amendment 
was adopted.108

Justice Kavanaugh, a recent appointment to the Court, was equally 
explicit in favoring a historical approach to Second Amendment analysis 
_PQTM�I� TW_MZ�KW]Z\� R]LOM�WV�\PM�,�+��+QZK]Q\�109� 1V� \PM� NWTTW_�]X�KI[M� \W�

denial of  certiorari).
103 Rogers v. Grewal, 140 S. Ct. 1865, 1866–67 (2020) (Thomas, J., dissenting).
104 Id. I\�� ����?PQTM�2][\QKM�<PWUI[�ZMRMK\[�\PM�\_W�[\MX�QVY]QZa�\PI\�QVKT]LM[�I�\QMZ[�WN�

[KZ]\QVa�IVITa[Q[��PM�JMTQM^M[�\PI\� R]ZQ[\[�_PW�PI^M�¹KWVKT]LML�\PI\�\M`\��PQ[\WZa��IVL�
tradition are dispositive in determining whether a challenged law violates the right to 
keep and bear arms” espouse an approach consistent with Heller. Id. (citations omitted); 
see also Silvester, 138 S. Ct. at 945 (Thomas, J., dissenting).

105 Peruta v. County of  San Diego, 824 F.3d 919 (9th Cir. 2016), cert. denied sub nom. Peruta 
v. California, 137 S. Ct. 1995, 1996–98 (2017) (Thomas, J., dissenting).

106� 6�A��;\I\M�:QÆM���8Q[\WT�)[[¼V� �̂�+Q\a�WN �6M_�AWZS������;��+\���������������������)TQ\W��
J., dissenting).

107 Id. at 1526 (per curiam). 
108 See id. at 1538–42, 1544 (Alito, J., dissenting) (“History provides no support for 

I� ZM[\ZQK\QWV� WN � \PQ[� \aXM�º��� 2][\QKM� )TQ\W� [\I\M[� \PI\� QN � PQ[\WZa� _MZM� QV[]ٻKQMV\� \W�
LMUWV[\ZI\M� \PI\� \PM� TI_� Q[� QV^ITQL�� \PMV�6M_�AWZS�+Q\a� TIKS[� R][\QÅKI\QWV� NWZ� \PMQZ�
restriction. Id. I\� ����·���� 2][\QKM[�<PWUI[� IVL�/WZ[]KP� RWQVML� \PM� LQ[[MV\� M`KMX\�
NWZ� \PM� TI[\� [MK\QWV�IVITabQVO� \PM�+Q\a¼[� R][\QÅKI\QWV�� Id. at 1527. Justice Kavanaugh 
also proclaimed his support for Justice Alito’s analysis of  Heller and McDonald, while 
expressing concern over lower courts improperly applying those cases. Id. at 1527 
(Kavanaugh, J., concurring).

109 Heller v. District of  Columbia (Heller II), 670 F.3d 1244, 1295 (D.C. Cir. 2011) 
�3I^IVI]OP�� 2��� LQ[[MV\QVO��� 2][\QKM� 3I^IVI]OP� IT[W�� ]V[]ZXZQ[QVOTa�� RWQVML� 2][\QKM�
Thomas’s most recent dissent from denial of  certiorari where Justice Thomas 
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Heller—referred to as Heller II—then Judge Kavanaugh stated quite clearly 
his belief  that history is the proper manner in which these regulations should 
be evaluated,110 and he decried the use of  any traditional standard of  review 
I[�¹R]LOM�MUXW_MZQVO�»QV\MZM[\�JITIVKQVO�QVY]QZCQM[E�¼º111

Chief  Justice Roberts does not have a written opinion discussing 
_PQKP� IVITa\QKIT� \WWT[� PM� JMTQM^M[� [PW]TL� JM� ][ML� QV� IVITabQVO� ;MKWVL�
Amendment challenges, but there may be hints that he too feels historical 
inquiry is the best methodology. During the Heller oral argument, the Chief  
2][\QKM�Y]M[\QWVML�\PM�^IT]M�WN �\PM�\ZILQ\QWVIT�\QMZ[�WN�[KZ]\QVa�[\IVLIZL[�WN �
review, instead asking pointedly whether it would be better to simply look to 
the past and examine the regulations that were available at the time of  the 
Amendment’s adoption:

C<EPM[M� ^IZQW][� XPZI[M[� ]VLMZ� \PM� LQٺMZMV\� [\IVLIZL[� \PI\� IZM�
proposed . . . none of  them appear in the Constitution; . . . Isn’t 
it enough to determine the scope of  the existing right that the 
amendment refers to, look at the various regulations that were 
available at the time . . . and determine how these—how this 
restriction and the scope of  this right looks in relation to those?112

If  implemented, this approach would require the current restriction to be 
compared to what was acceptable historically and would avoid balancing 
\PM�JMVMÅ\[�IVL�J]ZLMV[�WN �\PM�TI_��I[�NW]VL�QV�\PM�\ZILQ\QWVIT�[\IVLIZL[�WN �
review.

<PM� XW\MV\QIT� NWZ� I� UIRWZQ\a� WN � ;]XZMUM� +W]Z\� R][\QKM[� \W� ZMTa�
primarily, if  not solely, on a historical inquiry for constitutional analysis is 
Y]Q\M�\ZW]JTQVO��.WZ�WVM�\PQVO��R]LOM[�IZM�VW\�PQ[\WZQIV[��)[�.WZLPIU�PQ[\WZa�
professor Saul Cornell has pointed out, both Justice Scalia’s and Justice 
Stevens’s historical analysis in Heller fell short of  the standards that historical 
scholarship demands.113�-^MV�2][\QKM�;KITQI��I]\PWZ�WN �\PM�UIRWZQ\a�WXQVQWV�
in Heller, conceded in his concurrence in McDonald that historical analysis is 
VW\�VMKM[[IZQTa�IV�WJRMK\Q^M�LM\MZUQVIV\�WN �KWV[\Q\]\QWVITQ\a��ÅVLQVO�QV[\MIL�

IL^WKI\ML�NWZ�I�PQ[\WZQKIT�IVITa[Q[�IVL�][ML�\PI\�NZIUM_WZS�\W�IVITabM�I�ZM[\ZQK\QWV�\W�
KIZZa�I�ÅZMIZU�QV�X]JTQK��:WOMZ[� �̂�/ZM_IT������;��+\��� ����� �����������<PWUI[��2���
dissenting).

110 Heller II, 670 F.3d at 1295 (Kavanaugh, J., dissenting).
111 Id. at 1277.
112 Transcript of  Oral Argument at 44, Heller I������=�;�������6W������!����+PQMN �2][\QKM�

:WJMZ\[�� _Q\P� I� PQV\� WN � LQ[LIQV� NWZ� \QMZ[�WN�[KZ]\QVa�� _MV\� WV� \W� [\I\M� \PI\� ¹\PM[M�
[\IVLIZL[�\PI\�IXXTa�QV�\PM�.QZ[\�)UMVLUMV\�R][\�SQVL�WN �LM^MTWXML�W^MZ�\PM�aMIZ[�I[�
sort of  baggage that the First Amendment picked up.” Id. 

113 Saul Cornell, Originalism on Trial: The Use and Abuse of  History in District of  Columbia v. 
Heller, 69 ohIo sT. l.J. 625, 626 (2008).
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that “it sometimes requires resolving threshold questions.”114

Judge Richard Posner took his critique of  historical inquiry a step 
N]Z\PMZ�� TIJMTQVO� \PM� IVITa[Q[� ¹TI_� WٻKM� PQ[\WZa�º115 Given the resources 
available to the Supreme Court, Judge Posner believes the Justices are able 
\W�[MTMK\Q^MTa�][M�PQ[\WZQKIT�[W]ZKM[�\W�R][\QNa�VMIZTa�IVa�W]\KWUM�116 Whether 
this is indeed what actually occurs may be less relevant than the perceived 
notion that it does. In such a contentious area as Second Amendment rights, 
\PM�X]JTQK�XMZKMX\QWV�WN �\PM�+W]Z\¼[�WJRMK\Q^Q\a�Q[�XIZIUW]V\��IVL�QOVWZQVO�
current empirical evidence, especially when available to the public, may 
create a tension that strains the public’s trust in the Court’s ability to avoid 
political partisanship.

The reliance on historical analysis, as opposed to current empirical 
data, also ignores the manner in which the police powers of  the state 
I]\PWZQbM� \PM� OW^MZVUMV\� \W� JM� ZM[XWV[Q^M� \W� MUMZOQVO� \PZMI\[� \W� X]JTQK�
health and safety. If  government action is necessary to protect the public, 
the police powers enable some regulation of  behavior and limitation of  
individual rights.117 A critical part of  the analysis, then, is whether the threat 
to the public warrants and is amenable to government action and if  the 
means—which would factor in the burden on the individual right—are 
R][\QÅML�118 Without an actual threat to the public or a reasonable chance to 
mitigate the potential harm, government action is unwarranted. Empirical 
research would be a critical component of  this evaluation because it would 
help to properly evaluate the nature of  a modern public health threat and 
the potential for government action to mitigate that threat. This type of  
assessment demonstrates the limitation of  a historical inquiry, at least in 

114 See McDonald v. City of  Chicago, 561 U.S. 742, 803–04 (2010) (Scalia, J., concurring).
115 Richard A. Posner, In Defense of  Looseness, new rePublIC, Aug. 27, 2008, at 35.
116 Id.� �¹<PM�R]LOM�[MVL[�PQ[� TI_�KTMZS[�[K]ZZaQVO�\W�\PM� TQJZIZa�IVL�\W�\PM�?MJ�NWZ�JQ\[�

and pieces of  historical documentation. When the clerks are the numerous and able 
KTMZS[�WN �;]XZMUM�+W]Z\�R][\QKM[��MVRWaQVO�\PM�I[[Q[\IVKM�WN �\PM�KIXIJTM�[\Iٺ[�WN �\PM�
;]XZMUM�+W]Z\�TQJZIZa�IVL�\PM�4QJZIZa�WN �+WVOZM[[��IVL�_PMV�LWbMV[�IVL�[WUM\QUM[�
P]VLZML[�WN �IUQK][�K]ZQIM�JZQMN[�PI^M�JMMV�ÅTML��UIVa�J]TSML�W]\�_Q\P�\PM�NZ]Q\[�WN �
\PMQZ�I]\PWZ[¼�W_V�TI_�WٻKM�PQ[\WZQWOZIXPa��Q\�Q[�I�[QUXTM�UI\\MZ��M[XMKQITTa�NWZ�I�[SQTTN]T�
rhetorician such as Scalia, to write a plausible historical defense of  his position.”).

117� 2IKWJ[WV� �̂� 5I[[IKP][M\\[�� �!�� =�;�� ���� ��·� � ��!���� �ÅVLQVO� \PM� M^IT]I\QWV� WN �
necessity important to prevent arbitrary and oppressive government action unrelated 
to a true public health threat). For a further discussion on Jacobson, see Ulrich, supra note 
4, at 1077 (describing the framework used in Jacobson as requiring a public health threat 
\W�R][\QNa�OW^MZVUMV\�IK\QWV���

118 Jacobson�� �!�� =�;�� I\� ��·��� �[\I\QVO� \PI\� \PM� ^IKKQVM� _I[� IV� MٺMK\Q^M� UMI[]ZM� QV�
addressing smallpox while the government also exempted those who would be overly 
burdened due to a medical contraindication).
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being dispositive for a regulation’s constitutionality.119

As the public health and safety threats evolve, diminish, and 
MUMZOM�W^MZ�\QUM��[W�\WW�U][\�\PM�IK\QWV�\PM�OW^MZVUMV\�Q[�I]\PWZQbML�\W�
take in response. As gun violence has become a greater threat to society, 
especially to communities of  color, the state must be empowered to respond. 
Individual rights are and have always been a limitation on state action, as 
_MTT�\PMa�[PW]TL�JM��*]\�\PM�LM\MZUQVI\QWV�WN �_PM\PMZ�IV�IK\QWV�Y]ITQÅM[�I[�
a protected right is not the end of  a constitutional inquiry if  that right can be 
TQUQ\ML�QV�I�ZMI[WVIJTM�UIVVMZ�\PI\�JMVMÅ\[�\PM�OZMI\MZ�OWWL��<PQ[�PI[�JMMV�
true since the country’s founding.120 But given the risk of  abuse inherent in 
paternalistic actions in the name of  public health, there is logic in questioning 
the validity of  state action. Indeed, there are plenty of  historical examples 
of  abuse of  power in the name of  public health.121 Again, this is where data 
provides a persuasive, though not necessarily conclusive, manner in which to 
evaluate the legitimacy of  state action in the name of  protecting the public. 

119 As Justice Breyer notes in his dissent in Heller, “This historical evidence demonstrates 
\PI\�I�[MTN�LMNMV[M�I[[]UX\QWV�Q[�\PM�beginning, rather than the end, of  any constitutional 
inquiry.” Heller I, 554 U.S. at 687 (Breyer J. dissenting).

120 See Parmet, supra note 65, at �!���LQ[K][[QVO�MٺWZ\[�QV�\PM�MIZTa�aMIZ[�WN �\PM�KW]V\Za�\W�
protect public health, and the “relationship between limits on freedom and provision 
of  care”).

121 See e.g., Buck v. Bell, 274 U.S. 200, 207 (1927) (citing Jacobson v. Massachusetts to R][\QNa�
NWZKML�[\MZQTQbI\QWV�WV�QVLQ^QL]IT[�ITTMOML�\W�PI^M�QV[]ٻKQMV\�UMV\IT�KIXIKQ\a�QV�IV�MٺWZ\�
to “prevent our being swamped with incompetence” by those who “sap the strength of  
the State.”); Wong Wai v. Williamson, 103 F. 1, 10 (C.C.N.D. Cal. 1900) (striking down 
a San Francisco quarantine ordinance that only applied to people of  Chinese descent); 
Jew Ho v. Williamson, 103 F. 10, 23–24 (C.C.N.D. Cal. 1900) (“Though the law itself  
be fair on its face and impartial in appearance, yet, if  it is applied and administered by 
X]JTQK�I]\PWZQ\a�_Q\P�IV�M^QT�MaM�IVL�IV�]VMY]IT�PIVL��[W�I[�XZIK\QKITTa�\W�UISM�]VR][\�
and illegal discriminations, between persons in similar circumstances, material to their 
ZQOP\[�� \PM�LMVQIT�WN �MY]IT� R][\QKM� Q[� [\QTT�_Q\PQV�\PM�XZWPQJQ\QWV�WN � \PM�KWV[\Q\]\QWV�º��
(quoting Yick Wo. v. Hopkins 118 U.S. 356, 373 (1886)); see also Wendy E. Parmet, 
AIDS and Quarantine: The Revival of  an Archaic Doctrine, 14 hofsTra l. rev. 53, 66–68 
��! ����LM[KZQJQVO�PMIT\P�WٻKQIT[�][QVO�Y]IZIV\QVM�IOIQV[\�XZW[\Q\]\M[�I[�I�KWUXTMUMV\�
to police work).
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II. The InformaTIve funCTIon of lITIgaTIon

1V�I�LQ[[MV\QVO�WXQVQWV��2][\QKM�3IOIV�IKK][ML�\PM�+W]Z\�UIRWZQ\a�
WN �¹_MIXWVQbQVO�\PM�.QZ[\�)UMVLUMV\º�IN\MZ�Q\�W^MZ\]ZVML�I�XZQWZ�KI[M�\PI\�
had stood for over forty years.122 So, too, might the Second Amendment be 
_MIXWVQbML�\W�IT\MZ�\PM�TMOIT�TIVL[KIXM�NWZ�ÅZMIZU�ZMO]TI\QWV[�I\�\PM�NMLMZIT��
state, and local levels. With the PLCAA blocking impact litigation that would 
PI^M�\PM�XW\MV\QIT�\W�ZMO]TI\M�ÅZMIZU[��;MKWVL�)UMVLUMV\�KWV[\Q\]\QWVIT�
litigation is the new courtroom battleground. And this litigation will certainly 
PI^M�I�[QOVQÅKIV\�QUXIK\�WV�\PM�N]\]ZM�WN �O]V�KWV\ZWT��8IZ\[�WN �\PM�R]LQKQIZa��
QVKT]LQVO�[WUM�R][\QKM[��IZM�NWK][ML�XZQUIZQTa�WV�\PM�[KWXM�WN �\PM�ZQOP\�IVL�
historic analogues,123 but litigation provides a chance to inform them of  the 
role the law plays in this growing public health crisis. 

Public health research and law, therefore, must play a critical role in 
\PM�N]\]ZM�WN �;MKWVL�)UMVLUMV\�R]ZQ[XZ]LMVKM�124 Constitutional litigation 
XZW^QLM[�IV�I^MV]M� \W�XZW^QLM�][MN]T�LI\I� ZMTM^IV\� \W� \PM� R]LQKQIZa¼[� TMOIT�
IVITa[Q[�IVL�UIa�QVÆ]MVKM�\PMQZ�]T\QUI\M�KWVKT][QWV[��.WZ�M`IUXTM��_PMV�
LQ[K][[QVO� IUQK][� JZQMN[�� 2][\QKM� *ZMaMZ� [\I\ML� \PI\� ¹C[E]KP� JZQMN[� XTIa� IV�
QUXWZ\IV\�ZWTM�QV�ML]KI\QVO�R]LOM[�WV�XW\MV\QITTa�ZMTM^IV\�\MKPVQKIT�UI\\MZ[��
helping to make us not experts but educated laypersons and thereby helping 
to improve the quality of  our decisions.”125 The public health community, 
and experts in technical aspects of  statistics and epidemiological principles, 
would be an excellent resource to convey emerging research on gun violence 
and the law in a manner that is easily understandable. Moreover, they can 
LW�[W�_Q\P�KZMLQJQTQ\a�\PI\�\PM�R]LQKQIZa�ZM[XMK\[�IVL�IXXZMKQI\M[��?PQTM�\PM�
M`IK\�QVÆ]MVKM�WV�IV�W]\KWUM�UIa�JM�QVKITK]TIJTM��\PMZM�Q[�VW�LW]J\�\PI\�
amicus briefs, in particular, can provide important and relevant information 
\PI\�UIa�VW\�JM�_MTT�ZMXZM[MV\ML¸WZ�ZMXZM[MV\ML�I\�ITT¸QV�\PM�IZO]UMV\[�
put forth by the parties.

122 Janus v. Am. Fed’n of  State, Cty., & Mun. Emps., 138 S. Ct. 2448, 2501 (2018). For 
more on how First Amendment interpretations impact public health directly, see Yale 
Law School Conference, Public Health in the Shadow of  the First Amendment, Yale l. sCh. 
(Oct. 7, 2014), P\\X["��TI_�aITM�ML]�aT[�\WLIa�VM_[�aITM�TI_�[KPWWT�PWTL�KWVNMZMVKM�
ÅZ[\�IUMVLUMV\�[PILW_�X]JTQK�PMIT\P, and the accompanying symposium on 
*ITSIVQbI\QWV�NZWU�\PM�Public Health in the Shadow of  the First Amendment Conference (2014), 
P\\X["��TI_�aITM�ML]�OPRX�M^MV\[�XI[\�M^MV\[�IZKPQ^M�O]M[\�JTWOOMZ[�JITSQVQbI\QWV�
X]JTQK�PMIT\P�[PILW_�ÅZ[\�IUMVLUMV\�KWVNMZMVKM��TI[\�^Q[Q\ML�)]O��� �������.

123 See supra Part I.B.ii.
124 See Ulrich, supra note 4, at 1096–98.
125 Justice Breyer Calls for Experts to Aid Courts in Complex Cases, n.Y. TImes (Feb. 17, 1998), 

P\\X["��___�Va\QUM[�KWU��!! �������][�R][\QKM�JZMaMZ�KITT[�NWZ�M`XMZ\[�\W�IQL�
KW]Z\[�QV�KWUXTM`�KI[M[�P\UT�
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<PM� R]LQKQIZa¼[� ZWTM� Q[� \W� LMKQLM� KI[M[� IVL� KWV\ZW^MZ[QM[� JZW]OP\�
before them. But the impact of  these decisions, particularly appellate and 
;]XZMUM�+W]Z\�WXQVQWV[�_PQKP�KWV\ZWT�TW_MZ�KW]Z\[��KIV�JM�NIZ�ZMIKPQVO�126 
AM\�Q\�Q[�ZI\QWVIT�\W�\PQVS�R]LOM[�UIa��I\�\QUM[��JM�JTQVLML�Ja�\PM�VIZZW_�NWK][�
of  the facts and legal theory before them in a particular case. It can often be 
useful to present a broader perspective on what their decision might mean 
to society.127 According to Judge Posner, “appellate lawyers would be more 
MٺMK\Q^M�QN �������\PMa�QV[\MIL�MUXPI[QbML�\PM�XZIK\QKIT�[\ISM[�QV�\PM�KI[M�IVL�
thus the consequences of  the decision.”128 Third parties may present the 
R]LQKQIZa�_Q\P�I�JZWILMZ�^QM_�WN �\PM�TQ\QOI\QWV¼[�QUXIK\�129

This is not to suggest that social science, storytelling, or historical 
KWV\M`\]ITQbQVO�_QTT� IT_Ia[� [_Ia� I� KW]Z\��<W�JM� []ZM�� \PMZM� IZM� [\WZQM[� WN �
R]LOM[� LQ[ZMOIZLQVO�� QN � VW\�UQ[]VLMZ[\IVLQVO�� \PM� JZQMN[� \PMa� ZMIL�130 For 
M`IUXTM�� _PQTM� 2][\QKM� *ZMVVIV� KQ\ML� [KQMV\QÅK� [\]LQM[� Y]Q\M� WN\MV� QV� PQ[�
opinions, he was not immune to misinterpretations.131 In Craig v. Boren, Justice 
Brennan found a disparity between male and female drivers for driving 
]VLMZ�\PM�QVÆ]MVKM�WN �ITKWPWT�\W�¹PIZLTa�������NWZU�\PM�JI[Q[�NWZ�MUXTWaUMV\�
of  a gender line as a classifying device. Certainly, if  maleness is to serve as 
a proxy for drinking and driving, a correlation of  2% must be considered 
IV�]VL]Ta�\MV]W][� »Å\�¼º132 Yet there was no correlation involved, and the 
discrepancy was hardly trivial.133 As Justice Rehnquist noted in his dissent, 
the discrepancy was higher by a factor of  nearly eighteen.134

126 See e.g. infra Part II.A (discussing Brown v. Board of  Education, Grutter v. Bollinger, and 
McClesky v. Kemp).

127 See Linda Greenhouse, What Got Into the Court? What Happens Next?, 57 maIne l. rev. 1, 
6–8, 10 (2005) (discussing the importance of  considering not simply pure legal doctrine 
but how the opinions impact the real world). 

128 Richard A. Posner, The Role of  the Judge in the Twenty-First Century, 86 b.u. l. rev. 
1049, 1067 (2006). Professor Linda Sandstrom Simard has pointed out that “Judge 
8W[VMZ�PI[�JMMV�KZQ\QKIT�WN �\PM�QVMٻKQMVKQM[�KZMI\ML�Ja�IUQK][�JZQMN[��VW\QVO�\PI\�»C\EPM�
^I[\�UIRWZQ\a�WN �IUQK][�K]ZQIM�JZQMN[�IZM�ÅTML�Ja�ITTQM[�WN �TQ\QOIV\[�IVL�L]XTQKI\M�\PM�
arguments made in the litigants’ briefs . . . .’” Simard, supra note 12 at 681 (2008).

129 See Simard, supra�VW\M�����I\�� ������ ���¹C)EUQKQ�K]ZQIM�UIa�XTIa�������IV�ML]KI\QWVIT�
role by presenting technical information that creates a fuller context for the court to 
decide the case.”).

130 See Blake, supra note 11, at 231. 
131 Id.
132 Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190, 201–02 (1976).
133 Blake, supra note 11, at 231.
134 Craig, 429 U.S. at 223 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting). According to Blake, Justice Brennan 

makes three important mistakes. “First of  all, there is no correlational analysis taking 
place, so the term ‘correlation’ is not appropriate. Second, he mistakes the concepts 
WN �[\I\Q[\QKIT�[QOVQÅKIVKM�������NWZ�[]J[\IV\Q^M�[QOVQÅKIVKM���������.QVITTa��\PM�[]J[\IV\Q^M�
[QOVQÅKIVKM�WN �\PM�LQٺMZMVKM�QV�IZZM[\�ZI\M[�NWZ�UMV�IVL�_WUMV�Q[�UI[[Q^M��VW\�UMZMTa�
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)�UIRWZQ\a�WN �R]LOM[�I\�M^MZa�TM^MT�WN �\PM�NMLMZIT�JMVKP�PI^M�[\I\ML�
\PI\�IUQKQ�K]ZQIM�PMTX�¹WٺMZCE�VM_�TMOIT�IZO]UMV\[�\PI\�IZM�IJ[MV\�NZWU�\PM�
parties’ briefs” and may provide perspective on the impact by highlighting 
“matters that extend beyond the parties’ dispute.”135 This fact is consistent 
_Q\P�\PM�VW\QWV�\PI\�\PM�R]LQKQIZa�KIV��IVL�I\�\QUM[�U][\��JM�ML]KI\ML�WV�
critical information or perspectives. The Court’s limitations may result from 
I� TIKS�WN � M`XMZ\Q[M�WZ�]VLMZ[\IVLQVO�WN � I�V]IVKML� [KQMV\QÅK�UI\\MZ�� WZ� Q\�
may be from a lack of  experience. The latter has almost certainly been key 
throughout the history of  the Court. Consider the representation of  the 
Court over its history, predominantly white males, as they have sought to 
answer questions implicating the lives of  people of  color, women, and, more 
recently, sexual minorities. In cases involving these three areas, outcomes 
PI^M�JMMV�QVÆ]MVKML�Ja�VWV�XIZ\a�QV^WT^MUMV\�QV�\PM�TQ\QOI\QWV��IK\QVO�\W�
JM\\MZ�QVNWZU�\PM�R]LQKQIZa�

A. Race

8MZPIX[� \PM� UW[\� _MTT�SVW_V� M`IUXTM� _PMZM� I� KI[M¼[� W]\KWUM�
UIa�JM� KZMLQ\ML� \W� \PM� ZM[MIZKP�IVL�LI\I�][ML� \W� QVNWZU� \PM� R]LQKQIZa� Q[�
Brown v. Board of  Education.136�1V�\PM�UIRWZQ\a�WXQVQWV��NWW\VW\M�MTM^MV�KQ\M[�
social science research to support the notion that school segregation causes 
psychological harm to Black students.137 Many have questioned both the 
validity of  the research cited in Brown and whether the Court relied on that 
research to reach its conclusion,138 yet those questions do not necessarily 

‘not trivial.’” Blake, supra note 11, at 231. Justice Rehnquist, despite citing science in 
less than one percent of  his opinions, correctly made note of  this in his dissent in Craig 
v. Boren�� ÅVLQVO�UITM�LZQ^MZ[� MQOP\MMV� \W� \_MV\a� aMIZ[�WTL�_MZM�IZZM[\ML� NWZ�LZQ^QVO�
]VLMZ�\PM�QVÆ]MVKM�VMIZTa�MQOP\MMV�\QUM[�I[�WN\MV�I[�NMUITM[�QV�\PM�[IUM�IOM�OZW]X��
Id. at 232.

135 Simard, supra note 129, at 690–92. For the educational function of  providing new 
legal arguments, all Supreme Court respondents supported this function, as did 77.1% 
of  Circuit Court respondents and 82.5% of  District Court respondents. Id. at 690. 
Professor Simard provides an example using Mapp v. Ohio. Id. at 691. In the case, 
the Supreme Court agreed with the argument made by the ACLU, acting as amicus 
curiae, who urged the Court to overturn prior precedent, an argument absent from the 
appellant’s challenge. Id. Moreover, all Supreme Court respondents, along with 73.7% 
WN � R]LOM[�WV� NMLMZIT�IXXMTTI\M�KW]Z\[�IVL������WN � \PW[M�WV� NMLMZIT�LQ[\ZQK\� KW]Z\[��
[]XXWZ\ML�¹NWK][CQVOE�\PM�KW]Z\¼[�I\\MV\QWV�WV�UI\\MZ[�\PI\�QUXIK\�I�LQZMK\�QV\MZM[\�\PI\�
is likely to be materially impacted by the case.” Id. at 692. 

136 Brown v. Bd. of  Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
137 Id. at 494, n.11.
138 See, e.g., Michael Heise, Brown v. Board of  Education, Footnote 11, and Multidisciplinarity, 

90 Cornell l. rev. 279, 294–95 (2005). 
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diminish the importance of  the role social science played. While the former 
PI[�\PM�JMVMÅ\�WN �W^MZ�[Q`\a�aMIZ[�WN �PQVL[QOP\�139 the latter still represents the 
fact that the Court felt this controversial decision might be more palatable 
_Q\P�[KQMV\QÅK�[]XXWZ\�140

But Brown� _I[� KMZ\IQVTa� VW\� \PM� TI[\� ZIKM�KMV\ZQK� KI[M� _PMZM�
information outside of  the parties’ legal arguments made a lasting impression. 
Grutter v. Bollinger� _I[� I� PQOPTa� ^Q[QJTM� IٻZUI\Q^M� IK\QWV� KI[M� QV^WT^QVO�
Michigan Law School and the use of  race in its admissions process.141 Some 
commentators thought Grutter was the opportunity for the Court to overturn 
Q\[�XZQWZ�IٻZUI\Q^M�IK\QWV�KI[M��Regents of  California v. Bakke,142 but the Court 
XZW^QLML�¹IV�]VIXWTWOM\QK� MUJZIKM�WN � I�XZWXW[Q\QWV� \PI\�X]\� IٻZUI\Q^M�
action on a stronger footing than Justice Powell’s solitary opinion in Bakke.”143 
)V�IUQK][�JZQMN �NZWU�¹ZM\QZML�UQTQ\IZa�WٻKMZ[�IVL�[]XMZQV\MVLMV\[�WN �\PM�
military academies,” among others, is credited with playing a central role in 
this surprising outcome.144

The brief ’s impact was evident early, becoming a prominent feature 
at oral argument with the Justices using it as the basis for questions to 
the solicitor general.145 Importantly, the brief  was not simply focused on 
_PM\PMZ�\PM�][M�WN �ZIKM�XZMNMZMVKM�XZWOZIU[�_I[�KWV[\Q\]\QWVIT��:I\PMZ��\PM�
JZQMN �M`IUQVML�\PM�TMOITTa�ZMTM^IV\�Q[[]M�WN �_PM\PMZ�\PM�IٻZUI\Q^M�IK\QWV�
XWTQKQM[�KW]TL�PMTX�\PM�IKILMUQM[�N]TÅTT�\PMQZ�X]ZXW[M[�146 This brief, along 

139 Id. at 296.
140 See id. at 293–94; see also�;IVRIa�5WLa��Brown Footnote Eleven in Historical Context: Social 

Science and the Supreme Court’s Quest for Legitimacy, 54 sTan. l. rev. 793, 794 (“The Court 
. . . embraced the footnote eleven studies to lend authority to its highly controversial, 
and legally precarious, decision to strike down public school segregation.”).

141 See generally Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 (2003).
142 See Greenhouse, supra note 127 at 5–6.
143 Id. /ZMMVPW][M�KWV\QV]M[�Ja�[\I\QVO�\PI\�\PM�LMKQ[QWV�ZMKWOVQbML�\PI\�¹LQ^MZ[Q\a�[MZ^M[�

a compelling state interest not only as an educational tool for enriching life in the 
classroom . . . but as a pathway for full participation by members of  minority groups in 
the civic and economic life of  the country.” Id.

144 Id. at 6. See also Sylvia H. Walbot & Joseph H. Lang, Jr., Amicus Briefs Revisited, 33 
sTeTson l. rev.� ����� ���� ������� �¹C?EQ\PW]\� Y]M[\QWV� I� XW_MZN]T� QVÆ]MVKM� QV� \PM�
KI[MCE�_I[�\PM�[QVOTM�IUQK][�JZQMN �WN �»\PM�UQTQ\IZa�¼�I[�Q\�KIUM�\W�JM�QVNWZUITTa�KITTML�º��

145 JeffreY ToobIn, The nIne: InsIde The seCreT world of The suPreme CourT 228 
(2007) (“Amicus briefs are rarely mentioned in Supreme Court arguments, but four 
R][\QKM[� PIL� ZMNMZZML� \W� \PM�UQTQ\IZa� QV� \PM� ÅZ[\� [M^MZIT�UQV]\M[� WN �Grutter.”); see also 
Greenhouse, supra note 127, at 6 (“It was clear during the argument that the Justices 
PIL�ZMIL� C\PM�UQTQ\IZaE�JZQMN � �� �� �� �º�#�?ITJW\���4IVO�� supra note 144, at 175. For a 
broader discussion of  the impact of  “the military’s” amicus brief, see ToobIn, supra, at 
224–36.

146 See Walbot & Lang, supra note 144, at 175. See also Ryan J. Owens & Lee Epstein, 
Amici Curiae During the Rehnquist Years, 89 JudICaTure 127, 131 (2005) (describing how 
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_Q\P�\PM�UIVa�W\PMZ[�ÅTML�QV�[]XXWZ\�WN �IٻZUI\Q^M�IK\QWV�XWTQKQM[��XZW^QLML�
the Court with “an ingredient that was crucial to the outcome of  the case: a 
sense of  the culture.”147 Justice Ginsburg later singled out the military brief  
as “one of  the most valuable briefs . . . submitted.”148

People of  color are underrepresented at every level and in every 
branch of  governance. Social science and amicus briefs alone will not ensure 
\PMa�IZM�IXXZWXZQI\MTa�ZMXZM[MV\ML�WZ�\PI\�\PMa�_QTT�ZMKMQ^M�\PM�R][\QKM�\PMa�
seek. In fact, McClesky v. Kemp�LMUWV[\ZI\M[�\PM�+W]Z\¼[�UW[\�M`XTQKQ\�ZMRMK\QWV�
of  social science.149 The case challenged the State of  Georgia’s death penalty 
sentence against Warren McClesky, a Black man charged with killing a 
_PQ\M�XWTQKM�WٻKMZ��Ja�LMUWV[\ZI\QVO�MUXQZQKITTa�\PM�[a[\MUQK�JQI[�QV�LMI\P�
sentences if  there is a white victim instead of  a Black victim.150 Ultimately, 
\PM�UIRWZQ\a�ZMRMK\ML�\PM�KTIQU�JMKI][M�\PM�LI\I�LQL�VW\�XZW^M�LQ[KZQUQVI\QWV�
QV�\PM�XTIQV\Qٺ¼[�KI[M�151 though there is evidence the real reason for ignoring 
the data may have been a reluctance to create a precedent for evaluating 
ZIKQIT�LQ[XIZQ\QM[�QV�I�[M^MZMTa�JQI[ML�KZQUQVIT�R][\QKM�[a[\MU�152 

Yet a lack of  universal success in educating the Court does not 
UMIV�Q\�KIVVW\�JM�MٺMK\Q^M��?PQTM�\PM�2][\QKM[�ITUW[\�KMZ\IQVTa�ZMITQbM�\PMQZ�
LMKQ[QWV[�PI^M�I�JZWIL�QUXIK\�WV�[WKQM\a��Q\�UIa�JM�LQٻK]T\�NWZ�\PMU�\W�SMMX�
that impact at the forefront of  their mind. By expanding the scope of  the 
issue, briefs, such as the military brief  in Grutter��KIV�PMTX�\W�MUXPI[QbM�\PI\�
I�KI[M�Q[�VW\�[QUXTa�WVM�WN �TMOIT�\PMWZa��1\�Q[�QUXMZI\Q^M�\PI\�\PM�R]LQKQIZa��QV�
XIZ\QK]TIZ¸WN\MV�\PM�TI[\�^M[\QOM�WN �PWXM�NWZ�R][\QKM¸JM�IK]\MTa�I_IZM�WN �

the O’Connor opinion cited the military brief  for the position that “diversity in the 
UQTQ\IZa�Q[�»M[[MV\QIT¼�NWZ�Q\�\W�»N]TÅTT�Q\[�XZQVKQXTM�UQ[[QWV�\W�XZW^QLM�VI\QWVIT�[MK]ZQ\a�¼º��

147 Greenhouse, supra VW\M������I\����5WZM�[XMKQÅKITTa��/ZMMVPW][M�VW\M[�\PM�KWVVMK\QWV�
to what Robert Post refers to as “the constitutional culture in which the Court is 
WXMZI\QVOº�_Q\P�K]T\]ZM�ZMNMZMVKQVO�¹JMTQMN[�IVL�^IT]M[�WN �VWVR]LQKQIT�IK\WZ[�º�Id. at 7, 
V�����¹C<EPM�+W]Z\�QV�NIK\�KWUUWVTa�KWV[\Z]K\[�KWV[\Q\]\QWVIT�TI_�QV�\PM�KWV\M`\�WN �IV�
ongoing dialogue with culture, so that culture is inevitably (and properly) incorporated 
into the warp and woof  of  constitutional law.” Robert C. Post, Foreword: Fashioning the 
Legal Constitution: Culture, Courts, and Law, 117 harv. l. rev. 1, 8 (2003).

148 Simard, supra note 12 at 696.
149 See generally McClesky v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279 (1987).
150 Id. I\�� ���� �� ���¹C-E^MV�IN\MZ�\ISQVO�IKKW]V\�WN ��!�VWVZIKQIT�^IZQIJTM[��LMNMVLIV\[�

charged with killing white victims were 4.3 times as likely to receive a death sentence as 
defendants charged with killing blacks.”).

151 Id. at 292–93.
152 See Erwin Chemerinsky, Eliminating Discrimination in Administering the Death Penalty: The 

Need for the Racial Justice Act, 35 sanTa Clara l. rev. 519, 527–28 (1995) (quoting 
Justice Scalia in a memo to the Conference of  Justices) (“Since it is my view that 
unconscious operation of  irrational sympathies and antipathies, including racial, upon 
R]Za�LMKQ[QWV[�IVL��PMVKM��XZW[MK]\WZQIT�LMKQ[QWV[�Q[�ZMIT��IKSVW_TMLOML�QV�\PM�LMKQ[QWV[�
of  this court, and ineradicable, I cannot honestly say that all I need is more proof.”).
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\PM�XZIK\QKIT�MٺMK\�KWUU]VQ\QM[�WN �KWTWZ�_QTT�MVL]ZM�IN\MZ�\PM�TMOIT�IKILMUa�
has moved on to the next big case.

B. Sex

;M`�ZMTI\ML� TMOIT� Y]M[\QWV[� IZM� XIZ\QK]TIZTa� QV\MZM[\QVO� OQ^MV� \PM�
progression of  women’s status in society and the makeup of  the Court. The 
ZMTM^IVKM� WN � [WKQIT� [KQMVKM� QVÆ]MVKQVO� ;]XZMUM�+W]Z\� LMKQ[QWV[� Q[� WN\MV�
traced \W�\PM�NIUW][�JZQMN �ÅTML�Ja�4W]Q[�*ZIVLMQ[153 in the case of  Muller 
v. Oregon.154 On the heels of  Lochner v. New York,155�_PQKP�ZMRMK\ML�XZW\MK\Q^M�
labor laws for bakers, there was a question of  how the Court would handle 
protective labor laws for women.156 The Brandeis brief  contained 111 pages 
of  “new empirical evidence” as compared to a mere two pages of  legal 
arguments.157 Ultimately, the Court found this information persuasive and 
upheld the restrictions on women’s work hours.158 

While arguments that employers should treat male and female 
_WZSMZ[�LQٺMZMV\Ta�[MMU[�UQ[WOaVQ[\QK�VW_¸IVL�[M`Q[\�I[[]UX\QWV[� TQSMTa�
played a role as well159—the reliance on social science rather than legal 
theory did prove successful.160 Moreover, the evolving data corrects the 
mistaken understanding of  female fragility and the need for paternalistic 
protection. If  anything, research is often likely to evolve much more quickly 
than public sentiment and, therefore, gives us a better chance of  correcting 
past decisions. A reliance on past precedent and legal theory would make 
Q\�UWZM�LQٻK]T\� NWZ� \PM�]VLMZZMXZM[MV\ML¸QV�XIZ\QK]TIZ�� XMWXTM� WN � KWTWZ��

153 See Blake, supra VW\M�����I\���!��¹<PM�KWV^MV\QWVIT�IKKW]V\�WN �[WKQIT�[KQMVKM�QVÆ]MVKQVO�
Supreme Court decisions typically begins with the ‘Brandeis Brief ’ in Muller v. Oregon.”).

154 Muller v. Oregon, 208 U.S. 412 (1908).
155 Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905).
156 Perhaps important to Brandeis’s strategy in Muller was Justice Harlan’s dissent in 

Lochner��_PQKP�ZMKWOVQbML�\PM�TQJMZ\a�WN �KWV\ZIK\�J]\�[\I\ML�\PI\�Q\�UIa�JM�TQUQ\ML�L]M�
to the dangerous working conditions and health impact faced by bakers. Id. at 70–71 
(Harlan, J., dissenting); Blake, supra note 11, at 220. The New York Attorney General 
in Lochner failed to raise these concerns and, instead, the Court deferred to legislative 
R]LOUMV\[�IJW]\�I�[\I\M¼[�][M�WN �XWTQKM�XW_MZ[��Id. at 221.

157 Blake, supra note 11, at 220.
158 Muller, 208 U.S. at 419, 422–23.
159 See Judith Olans Brown, Lucy A. Williams & Phyllis Tropper Baumann, The Mythogenesis 

of  Gender: Judicial Images of  Women in Paid and Unpaid Labor, 6 uCla women’s l.J. 
457, 470 (1996) (“Muller’s holding that legislation limiting hours for women was 
KWV[\Q\]\QWVIT� ZM[\[�WV� »NIK\[¼� �Ua\P[��IJW]\�_WUMV�_WZSMZ[� \PI\�LQٺMZMV\QI\ML� \PMU�
from male workers, thereby avoiding the conundrum that, if  men had a constitutional 
ZQOP\�\W�TIJWZ�QV�IV�]VZMO]TI\ML�MKWVWUa��_WUMV�[PW]TL�MVRWa�\PM�[IUM�»ZQOP\�¼º��

160 Muller, 208 U.S. at 419–22 (mentioning Brandeis’s brief  before describing the 
R][\QÅKI\QWV[�NWZ�]XPWTLQVO�\PM�TI_��
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_WUMV��IVL�[M`]IT�UQVWZQ\QM[¸\W�OIQV�OZMI\MZ�IKKM[[�\W�R][\QKM�
Another example can be found in the abortion context. Abortion 

ZQOP\[� �MZMLٺ[] I� KZ]KQIT� JTW_� QV� Gonzales v. Carhart, where the Court 
M[[MV\QITTa�ZMKTI[[QÅML�\PM�]VL]M�J]ZLMV�\M[\�I[�I�ZI\QWVIT�JI[Q[�M^IT]I\QWV�161 
8MZPIX[�QVÆ]MVKML�Ja�I�XZW�TQNM�JZQMN �\PI\�LM[KZQJML�_WUMV�PI^QVO�IL^MZ[M�
MUW\QWVIT� IVL� X[aKPWTWOQKIT� MٺMK\[� NZWU� ]VLMZOWQVO� IV� IJWZ\QWV�� \PM�
Court validated the government’s concern for women’s mental states.162 
With echoes of  Muller�� \PM�+W]Z\� [\I\ML"� ¹?PQTM�_M�ÅVL�VW� ZMTQIJTM�LI\I�
to measure the phenomenon, it seems unexceptionable to conclude some 
women come to regret their choice to abort the infant life they once created 
and sustained.”163 

In an abortion case to follow, Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt,164 
abortion rights advocates countered this unsubstantiated claim with more 
\PIV����� NMUITM� TI_aMZ[�� TI_� [\]LMV\[�� TI_�XZWNM[[WZ[�� IVL� NWZUMZ� R]LOM[�
ÅTQVO�I�JZQMN �M`XTIQVQVO�_Pa�IJWZ\QWV�_I[�\PM�ZQOP\�LMKQ[QWV�NWZ�\PMU�IVL�
_Pa�Q\�PMTXML�\PMU�IKPQM^M�\PMQZ�XW[Q\QWV�_Q\PQV�\PM�TMOIT�ÅMTL�165 This brief  
][ML�I�^MZa�[XMKQÅK�OZW]X�WN �_WUMV�¹QV[QLM�\PM�2][\QKM[¼�ZPM\WZQKIT�KQZKTMº�\W�

161� /WVbITM[� �̂�+IZPIZ\������=�;��������� ��������������¹?PMZM�Q\�PI[�I�ZI\QWVIT�JI[Q[�\W�
act, and it does not impose an undue burden, the State may use its regulatory power to 
bar certain procedures and substitute others, all in furtherance of  its legitimate interests 
in regulating the medical profession in order to promote respect for life, including life 
of  the unborn.”). Justice Ginsburg points out in her dissent what an incredibly low bar 
\PM�UIRWZQ\a� [M\[� NWZ� \PMQZ� M^IT]I\QWV"�¹<WLIa¼[� Z]TQVO�� \PM�+W]Z\�LMKTIZM[�� IL^IVKM[�
‘a premise central to [Casey¼[E� KWVKT][QWV¼¸i.e., the Government’s ‘legitimate and 
substantial interest in preserving and promoting fetal life.’ . . . But the Act scarcely 
furthers that interest: The law saves not a single fetus from destruction, for it targets 
only a method of  performing abortion.” Id. at 181 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting) (alteration 
in original) (citation omitted). The Fifth Circuit relied on this when declaring “the 
ÅZ[\�[\MX�QV�\PM�IVITa[Q[�WN �IV�IJWZ\QWV�ZMO]TI\QWV��PW_M^MZ��Q[�rational basis review, not 
empirical basis review.” Planned Parenthood of  Greater Tex. Surgical Health Servs. v. 
Abbott, 748 F.3d 583, 596 (5th Cir. 2014).

162 See Linda H. Edwards, Hearing Voices: Non-Party Stories in Abortion and Gay Rights Advocacy, 
2015 mICh. sT. l. rev. 1327, 1343 (2015). The brief  was particularly critical of  prior 
IJWZ\QWV� R]ZQ[XZ]LMVKM�� _PQKP� Q\� KTIQUML� ¹UILM� VWV�M^QLMVKM� JI[ML� I[[]UX\QWV[�º�
whereas this brief  provided real life experiences. Brief  of  Sandra Cano, the Former 
“Mary Doe” of  Doe v. Bolton���� � ��?WUMV� 1VR]ZML�Ja�)JWZ\QWV� I[�)UQKQ�+]ZQIM�
in Support of  Petitioner at 2, Gonzales������=�;�������6W������ ���CPMZMQVIN\MZ�+IVW�
*ZQMNE��,M[XQ\M� \PM� QUXTQKQ\� KTIQU� \PI\� \PQ[�JZQMN �_I[�JI[ML�WV�M^QLMVKM�� \PMZM� Q[�VW�
LM[KZQX\QWV�WN �\PM�[W]ZKM[�WZ�UM\PWLWTWOQM[�\PI\�XZWL]KML�\PM�IٻLI^Q\[�QVKT]LML�NZWU�
\PM�_WUMV��VWZ�LW�\PM�IٻLI^Q\[�XZW^QLM�QVNWZUI\QWV�WV�_PI\�TML�\W�\PM�_WUMV�PI^QVO�
abortions. See Edwards, supra, at 1344.

163 Gonzales, 550 U.S. at 159 (citing Cano Brief).
164 Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt, 136 S. Ct. 2292 (2016).
165 Linda H. Edwards, Telling Stories in the Supreme Court: Voices Briefs and the Role of  Democracy 

in Constitutional Deliberation, 29 Yale J.l. & femInIsm 29, 30–32 (2017).
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KW]V\MZ�\PM�VIZZI\Q^M�\PI\�_WUMV�VMMLML�\PM�OW^MZVUMV\�WZ�\PM�R]LQKQIZa�
to protect them from making poor decisions.166

<PQ[�JZQMN �PMTXML�\W�KWV\M`\]ITQbM�\PM�KI[M�Ja�ZMNZIUQVO�\PM�Q[[]M�
before the Court. In Whole Woman’s Health, Texas claimed the regulations 
were meant to protect the health and wellbeing of  women by increasing the 
safety of  abortion procedures.167�*]\� \PM�WXXW[Q\QWV�JZQMN �ÅTML�Ja�_WUMV�
challenged the notion that they needed such paternalistic regulations that 
WٺMZML� ZM[\ZQK\QWV� _Q\P� VW� XZW\MK\QWV�� \P][� XZW^QLQVO� IV� I^MV]M� NWZ� \PM�
Court to focus on the merits of  the claim instead of  simply deferring to 
State authority.168 Indeed, what is “undue” requires a close examination of  
the facts on the ground.169 

This opened the door for other amici to provide critical facts 
IJW]\� \PM�J]ZLMV� \PM�<M`I[� TI_[�KZMI\ML�_PQTM�XZW^QLQVO�VW�JMVMÅ\[��.WZ�
example, research demonstrated that abortion procedures were safer and 
PIL� TW_MZ� UWZ\ITQ\a� ZI\M[� \PIV� XZWKML]ZM[� \PI\� _MZM� VW\� []JRMK\� \W� \PM�
regulations, raising questions as to why the regulations applied only to 
abortion procedures.170�5WZMW^MZ�� I[� 2][\QKM� *ZMaMZ� VW\ML� QV� PQ[�UIRWZQ\a�
opinion, when complications do arise, they occur well after the procedure, 
making the necessity of  the admitting privileges requirement doubtful.171 
?PQTM�XZW^QLQVO� TQ\\TM� \W�VW�JMVMÅ\�� \PM�M^QLMVKM�M[\IJTQ[PML�\W�\PM�+W]Z\�
the drastic increase in burdens on women, especially considering that the 
provider closures forced under the regulations drastically increased the 
distances needed to travel to obtain an abortion.172 This information led 
the Court to strike down the Texas regulations173� QV�IV�WXQVQWV�ÅTTML�_Q\P�
LI\I�\PI\�OI^M�[XMKQÅK�LM\IQT[�WV�\PM�J]ZLMV[�IVL��QUXWZ\IV\Ta��\PM�TIKS�WN �
JMVMÅ\[�NWZ�\PM�_WUMV�WN �<M`I[�174

166 Id. at 31. “It’s the Justices’ community—it’s their colleagues and people who have 
IZO]ML� JMNWZM� \PMU� IVL� NWZUMZ� TI_� [KPWWT� KTI[[UI\M[� IVL� KW�KTMZS[�º� Id. (citation 
omitted) (quoting Ruth Marcus, In a Supreme Court Brief, Lawyers Bravely Tell Their Own 
Stories, wash. PosT (Jan. 26, 2016), P\\X["��___�_I[PQVO\WVXW[\�KWU�WXQVQWV[�QV�I�
[]XZMUM�KW]Z\�JZQMN�TI_aMZ[�\MTT�\PMQZ�W_V�IJWZ\QWV�[\WZQM[�������������!K���NI�
K������M��I�II�N�� ��JI�LK�G[\WZa�P\UT�.

167 Whole Woman’s Health, 136 S. Ct. at 2320 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting).
168 See Edwards, supra note 165, at 31–33.
169 Linda Greenhouse & Reva B. Siegel, <PM�,QٺMZMVKM�I�?PWTM�?WUIV�5ISM["�8ZW\MK\QWV�NWZ�\PM�

Abortion Right After Whole Woman’s Health, 126 Yale l.J.f. 149, 154 (2016).
170 See Whole Women’s Health, 136 S. Ct. at 2315.
171 See id. at 2311.
172 See id. at 2313.
173 Id. at 2318–19, 2320.
174 Id. at 2311–14; see also Greenhouse & Siegel, supra note 169, at 156 (“The Court’s 

LMKQ[QWV�Q[�ZQKP�_Q\P�NIK\]IT�ÅVLQVO[�WN �\PM�LQ[\ZQK\�KW]Z\�IVL�WN �IUQKQ�\PI\�JMIZ�WV�\PM�
JITIVKM�WN �JMVMÅ\[�IVL�J]ZLMV[�QV�\PM�KI[M�º��
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C. Sexual Orientation

Likewise, the evolution of  gay rights in the Supreme Court owes 
[QOVQÅKIV\� KZMLQ\� VW\� [QUXTa� \W� VM_� KWV[\Q\]\QWVIT� QV\MZXZM\I\QWV� J]\� \W� I�
broader understanding of  the context in which that legal analysis takes 
place. In Bowers v. Hardwick, a decision that has since been overruled on the 
basis that it was “not correct when it was decided,”175 the Supreme Court 
upheld a Georgia sodomy law176 because the Constitution, including the 
right to privacy, does not extend to “homosexual sodomy.”177 The Court 
declared that prohibitions of  this conduct have “ancient roots,” precluding 
status as a fundamental right.178 The Court went on to uphold the law under 
rational basis review, despite acknowledging that it was grounded in notions 
of  morality179 rather than the need to protect public health, safety, or welfare.

But the assumptions made about the historical treatment of  gays by 
¹?M[\MZV�KQ^QTQbI\QWV�º�I[�2][\QKM�*]ZOMZ�VW\ML�QV�PQ[�KWVK]ZZMVKM�180 were 
later shown to be inaccurate. The briefs in Lawrence v. Texas were critical 
of  the faulty logic upon which Bowers relied.181 Briefs written by professors 
WN � PQ[\WZa�� IVL� Ja� WZOIVQbI\QWV[� TML� Ja� \PM� 0]UIV� :QOP\[� +IUXIQOV��
focused on the historical treatment of  gay people to undercut the Bowers 
assumptions.182 They also used social science research to explain stigma, 
QV\MZVITQbML� X[aKPWTWOQKIT� PIZU�� IVL� \PM� OIa� KWUU]VQ\a¼[� M`XW[]ZM� \W�
violence.183 It went on to demonstrate that the gay community does not 
conform to stereotypes and caricatures, but in fact, is quite diverse in their 
demographics and lived experiences.184�5MIV_PQTM��I�JZQMN �ÅTML�Ja�AITM�TI_�
professor Harold Koh provided the Court with updated legal developments 
in other Western countries to counter the narrative in Bowers that gay sexual 
XZIK\QKM[�OIZVMZML�VMIZ�]VQ^MZ[IT�ZMRMK\QWV�185 The brief  stated that “‘foreign 
IVL�QV\MZVI\QWVIT�KW]Z\[�PI^M�JIZZML�\PM�KZQUQVITQbI\QWV�WN �[WLWUa�JM\_MMV�

175 Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 578 (2003).
176 Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S. 186, 196 (1986).
177 Id. at 190, 196.
178 Id. at 192. 
179 Id. at 196.
180 Id. at 196–97 (Burger, J., concurring).
181 See, e.g., Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 567–71 (2003) (citing briefs of  amici curiae 

the ACLU, et al.; the Cato Institute; and Professors of  History et al.). 
182 Greenhouse, supra note 127, at 8.
183 See Edwards, supra note 162 at 1346.
184 See Amicus Brief  of  Human Rights Campaign et al. in Support of  Petitioners at 19, 

Lawrence����!�=�;���� ��6W�����������
185 Greenhouse, supra note 127, at 8.
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consenting adults’” in South Africa, Israel, Columbia, and the European 
Court of  Human Rights.186

These briefs demonstrate the manner in which the Court can be 
]XLI\ML�WV�IV�M^WT^QVO�]VLMZ[\IVLQVO�WN �\PM�OIa�KWUU]VQ\a��1V�\PM�ÅOP\�
for gay rights, briefs have been used to demonstrate the similarities between 
[IUM�[M`� KW]XTM[� IVL� LQٺMZMV\�[M`� KW]XTM[�187 For example, studies have 
JMMV�][ML�\W�LQ[XMT�\PM�VW\QWV�\PI\�KPQTLZMV�WN �[IUM�[M`�XIZMV\[�IZM�UWZM�
TQSMTa�\W�JM�PIZUML�\PIV�KPQTLZMV�WN �LQٺMZMV\�[M`�XIZMV\[�188 The data used 
in these studies is not only about who those in the gay community are as 
people, such as psychological or personality characteristics but also how they 
value intimate relationships.189 

Research has also been critical to illustrate more tangibly the harm 
\PI\�[MMU[�[W�M^QLMV\�NZWU�LQ[KZQUQVI\WZa�\ZMI\UMV\��;M`]IT�UQVWZQ\QM[�[]ٺMZ�
from disparities in mental health that are no longer seen as part of  their 
sexual identity.190�1V[\MIL��Q\�Q[�VW_�KTMIZ�\PI\�Q\�Q[��QV�NIK\��\PM�UIZOQVITQbI\QWV�
and social stigma they endure that has perpetuated health inequities, as well 
as stressors that put them at increased risk for physical health disparities.191 

Evidence of  damage was then demonstrated to extend to the children 
WN �[IUM�[M`�XIZMV\[��)OIQV��\PM[M�KPQTLZMV�[]ٺMZML�PIZU�VW\�JMKI][M�\PMa�
PIL�[IUM�[M`�XIZMV\[�J]\��QV[\MIL��JMKI][M�WN �[WKQM\IT�LQ[KZQUQVI\QWV�\PM[M�
families faced. At oral argument for Hollingsworth v. Perry, which concerned 
+ITQNWZVQI¼[�8ZWXW[Q\QWV� �JIV�WV�[IUM�[M`�UIZZQIOM��Q\�JMKIUM�KTMIZ�\PI\�
\PMZM�_I[�I�VMML�\W�M`XTIQV�\PM�LQٺMZMVKM�JM\_MMV�\PM[M�KWVKT][QWV[�\W�\PM�
Court.192 During oral argument, Chief  Justice Roberts believed there was 
IV�QVPMZMV\�\MV[QWV�JM\_MMV�\PM�KTIQU[�\PI\�KPQTLZMV�WN �[IUM�[M`�KW]XTM[�
were no less “healthy” than children of  heterosexual couples but that the 
KPQTLZMV�WN �[IUM�[M`�KW]XTM[�_MZM�PIZUML�Ja�LMVQIT[�\W�UIZZQIOM�193 But a 

186 Profs. Koh and Yoshini Submit Brief  to Supreme Court on Lawrence v. Texas, Yale l. sCh. (Jan. 
���� ������� P\\X["��TI_�aITM�ML]�aT[�\WLIa�VM_[�XZWN[�SWP�IVL�aW[PQVW�[]JUQ\�JZQMN�
[]XZMUM�KW]Z\�TI_ZMVKM�^�\M`I[�

187 See Russell K. Robinson & David M. Frost, “Playing It Safe” With Empirical Evidence: 
Selective Use of  Social Science in Supreme Court Cases About Racial Justice and Marriage Equality, 
112 nw. u. l. rev. 1565, 1576–77, 1583–84 (2018).

188 Id. at 1576–79.
189 Id. at 1578.
190 See id. at 1579.
191 Id.
192 See Transcript of  Oral Argument at 61–62, Hollingsworth v. Perry, 570 U.S. 693 

��������6W���������#�see also Robinson & Frost, supra note 187, at 1576 (discussing oral 
argument in Hollingsworth).

193 See Transcript of  Oral Argument at 61–62, Hollingsworth������=�;���!���6W�����������
During oral arguments, Chief  Justice Roberts made it clear he believed there to be an 
QVKWV[Q[\MVKa"�¹C1E\�[MMU[�\W�UM�\PI\�aW]Z�XW[Q\QWV�\PI\�aW]�IZM�[]XXWZ\QVO�Q[�[WUM_PI\�
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brief  for the case helped by successfully highlighting the voices of  children 
while integrating legal theory and social science data to demonstrate that 
these two stances are not mutually exclusive.194

<PM� M^QLMVKM� WN � LIUIOM� _I[� VW\� NMI\]ZML� I[� [QOVQÅKIV\Ta� WZ�
M`XTQKQ\Ta�QV�UIRWZ�OIa�ZQOP\[�WXQVQWV[�I[�KWUXIZML�\W�M^QLMVKM�WN �[IUMVM[[��
J]\� Q\� [MMU[� TQSMTa� \PI\� JW\P� _MZM� QVÆ]MV\QIT� QV� \PM� +W]Z\¼[� M^WT]\QWV��
Obergefell v. Hodges¸\PM�KI[M�ZMKWOVQbQVO�\PM�ZQOP\�\W�[IUM�[M`�UIZZQIOM¸
_I[�XZQUIZQTa� NWK][ML�WV�\PM� NIK\� \PI\�PM\MZW[M`]IT�IVL�[IUM�[M`�KW]XTM[�
ÅVL�UIZZQIOM�M[[MV\QIT�NWZ�[QUQTIZ�ZMI[WV[�IVL��\PMZMNWZM��UIZZQIOM�WN �[IUM�
sex couples deserves equal protection.195 But there are references to the harm 
WN �M`KT][QWV�I[�_MTT��.WZ�\PM�KPQTLZMV�WN �[IUM�[M`�KW]XTM[�¹[]ٺMZ�\PM�[\QOUI�
WN �SVW_QVO�\PMQZ�NIUQTQM[�IZM�[WUMPW_�TM[[MZ�������CIVLE�C\EPM�UIZZQIOM�TI_[�
I\�Q[[]M�PMZM�\P][�PIZU�IVL�P]UQTQI\M�\PM�KPQTLZMV�WN �[IUM�[M`�KW]XTM[�º196 
For the adults denied the privilege of  marriage, Justice Kennedy held that 
\PM�TI_�¹LMUMIV[º�\PMU�IVL�¹LQ[ZM[XMK\C[E�IVL�[]JWZLQVI\MC[E�\PMU�º197 

<PM�ÅOP\�NWZ�UIZZQIOM�MY]ITQ\a�_I[�IV�QUXWZ\IV\�[\MX��J]\�KMZ\IQVTa�
not the end of  the search for equality. In this regard, many civil rights 
battles share a common thread. They demonstrate both the promise of  
ML]KI\QVO�\PM�R]LQKQIZa�\PZW]OP�[WKQIT�[KQMVKM�IVL�\PM�TQUQ\I\QWV[��.IZ�\WW�
often, the narrow legal arguments provide narrow understandings of  the 
underrepresented.198 The right to a marriage license does not eliminate the 
number of  other barriers that sexual minorities continue to face. Likewise, 
increased access to Michigan Law School does not address the vast number 
of  structural barriers people of  color face starting in the womb.

But these cases provide an opportunity for change. And these 
areas of  law exhibit the manner in which the Court can be informed and 
QVÆ]MVKML�QV�I�_Ia�\PI\�MVPIVKM[�\PM�2][\QKM[¼�\PW]OP\�XZWKM[[��1V�_ZQ\QVO�
for the Obergefell�UIRWZQ\a��2][\QKM�3MVVMLa�M`XTQKQ\Ta�ZMNMZMVKML�\PM�M^WT^QVO�
understanding of  the gay community: “the argument that gays and lesbians 
PIL�I� R][\� KTIQU� \W�LQOVQ\a�_I[� QV� KWVÆQK\�_Q\P�JW\P� TI_�IVL�_QLM[XZMIL�

internally inconsistent. We see the argument made that there is no problem with 
M`\MVLQVO�UIZZQIOM�\W�[IUM�[M`�KW]XTM[�JMKI][M�KPQTLZMV�ZIQ[ML�Ja�[IUM�[M`�KW]XTM[�
IZM� LWQVO� R][\� ÅVM� IVL� \PMZM� Q[� VW� M^QLMVKM� \PI\� \PMa� IZM� JMQVO� PIZUML�� )VL� \PM�
W\PMZ�IZO]UMV\�Q[�8ZWXW[Q\QWV� �PIZU[�KPQTLZMV�Ja�VW\�ITTW_QVO�[IUM�[M`�KW]XTM[�\W�
UIZZQIOM�C[QKE��?PQKP�Q[�Q\'º�Id. 

194 Edwards, supra note 162, at 1347.
195 Obergefell v. Hodges, 576 U.S. 644, 665–66 (2015).
196 Id. at 668.
197 Id. at 672–676.
198 See also, e.g., Robinson & Frost, supra note 187, at 1581 (“Judges should make decisions 

_Q\P� I� N]TT� ]VLMZ[\IVLQVO� WN � 4/*<� XMWXTM¼[� TQ^M[�� VW\� R][\� \PM� [TQ^MZ[� \PI\� TI_aMZ[�
sometimes choose to serve up to them.”).
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social conventions.”199 Gone is the time when Justice Powell, in deciding to 
cast the decisive vote in Bowers v. Hardwick��_W]TL�\MTT�PQ[�NMTTW_�R][\QKM[�\PI\�
he had never met a homosexual despite the fact that one of  his clerks that 
term was gay.200 Now, due in part to briefs that included substantial and 
[QOVQÅKIV\�ZM[MIZKP��\PM�2][\QKM[�PI^M�I�¹[MV[M�\PI\�\PM�K]T\]ZM�PIC[E�KPIVOML��
not only outside the Court, but within it.”201

These examples demonstrate how litigation can open the door 
NWZ� IV� WXXWZ\]VQ\a� \W� M`XIVL� \PM� R]LQKQIZa¼[� ^QM_� WN � _PI\� UI\\MZ[� QV� I�
constitutional analysis. These cases are important given the precedential 
^IT]M�IXXMTTI\M�LMKQ[QWV[�KIV�PI^M��JQVLQVO�VW\�WVTa�TW_MZ�KW]Z\�R]LOM[�J]\�
policymakers as well. In the Second Amendment arena, where the Supreme 
Court has made so few declarations, the Court must support future decisions 
with a proper framing on the impact those decisions can and will have on 
a country struggling to grapple with the growth of  gun violence. Thus, gun 
reform stakeholders should view future cases as a chance to explain how the 
law can be a powerful tool in tackling gun violence.

199 Obergefell, 576 U.S. at 660–61.
200 Adam Liptak, Exhibit A for a Major Shift: Justices’ Gay Clerks, n.Y. TImes (June 8, 2013), 

P\\X["��___�Va\QUM[�KWU����������!�][�M`PQJQ\�I�NWZ�I�UIRWZ�[PQN\�R][\QKM[�OIa�
KTMZS[�P\UT'[UQL%XT�[PIZM�

201 Greenhouse, supra note 127, at 8.
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III. ConsTITuTIonal lITIgaTIon as a PaTh for eduCaTIon

Given the evidence above that outside information can inform and 
QVÆ]MVKM�\PM�R]LQKQIZa��\PM�X]JTQK�PMIT\P�KWUU]VQ\a��X]JTQK�PMIT\P�ZM[MIZKP��
and public health law have essential roles to play in framing the future of  
ÅZMIZU�ZMO]TI\QWV[�IVL�;MKWVL�)UMVLUMV\�R]ZQ[XZ]LMVKM��1N �\PM�IVITa[Q[�
centers primarily around a search for historical analogues, the future of  
gun violence will be dictated by what people centuries ago thought was a 
proper method to reduce the harm of  muskets. This would be inadequate. 
Thankfully, constitutional litigation provides an opportunity to engage the 
R]LQKQIZa�QV�\PM�OZW_QVO�JWLa�WN �ZM[MIZKP�I[[M[[QVO�\PM�KWVVMK\QWV�JM\_MMV�
the law and gun violence and the consensus that gun violence is one of  
this country’s most pressing public health issues. Moreover, public health 
law demonstrates that the scope of  the Second Amendment right is not the 
end of  a constitutional inquiry. As with all rights, the Constitution does not 
provide absolute protection, and, in certain circumstances, the good of  the 
people can limit even the most protected fundamental rights.

A. The Role of  Public Health

The role of  public health research is vital for Second Amendment 
KI[M[� JMKI][M� M^QLMVKM� []OOM[\[� \PI\� R][\QKM[� IZM�UWZM� TQSMTa� \W� ZMNMZMVKM�
[KQMV\QÅK� QVNWZUI\QWV� QV� UWZM� XZWUQVMV\� KI[M[�202 And any Second 
Amendment case would certainly qualify as prominent. Meanwhile, the 
UIRWZQ\a�WN �;]XZMUM�+W]Z\�KTMZS[�PI^M�[\I\ML�\PI\�JZQMN[�_Q\P�¹[WKQIT�[KQMVKM�
content merited special consideration.”203 Thus, constitutional litigation is 
a chance for public health research to highlight data that may not be at the 
NWZMNZWV\�WN �\PM�R]LQKQIZa¼[�IVITa[Q[�_PMV�LM\MZUQVQVO�\PM�[KWXM�WN �;MKWVL�
Amendment protections. Indeed, this expert perspective is essential given 
that research reveals that a brief  from “a credible public interest or research 
WZOIVQbI\QWV� Q[� U]KP� JM\\MZ� XW[Q\QWVML� \W� XZW^QLM� [WKQIT� [KQMVKM� ÅVLQVO[�
than a typical litigant.”204

8]JTQK�PMIT\P�M`XMZ\[�IZM�QV�I�]VQY]M�XW[Q\QWV�\W�N]TÅTT�\PQ[�ZWTM��1V�
doing so, they can refocus the analysis on the state’s ability to limit risk to 
the public. Risk is not simply the probability of  harm occurring, but the 
magnitude of  that harm as well. And while the Heller�+W]Z\�MUXPI[QbM[�\PM�

202 Blake, supra note 11.
203 Kathleen E. Hull, The Role of  Social Science Expertise in Same-Sex Marriage Litigation, 13 

ann. rev. l. & soC. sCI. 471, 473 (2017). 
204 Kelly J. Lynch, Best Friends? ;]XZMUM�+W]Z\�4I_�+TMZS[�WV�-ٺMK\Q^M�)UQK][�+]ZQIM�*ZQMN[, 20 

J.l. & Pol. 33, 67 (2004).
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ZQOP\[�WN �¹TI_�IJQLQVO�KQ\QbMV[�º�I�XWX]TI\QWV�XMZ[XMK\Q^M�QTT]UQVI\M[�\PM�NIK\�
\PI\�TI`�O]V�TI_[�QVKZMI[M�\PM�ZQ[S�WN �PIZU��IVL�Q\�LWM[�[W�\W�UWZM�\PIV�R][\�
the individual gun owner.205

To be sure, a state cannot necessarily predict when gun violence 
will occur or from whom. But they do know that it will occur. And the more 
guns that are prevalent in a community, the more likely that harm will occur. 
<PQ[�XWX]TI\QWV�TM^MT�XMZ[XMK\Q^M�Q[�VMKM[[IZa�\W�KW]V\MZ�\PM�UWZM�XZM^ITMV\�
QVLQ^QL]IT�TM^MT�IZO]UMV\�_PMZM�I�KPITTMVOMZ�Q[�ITUW[\�KMZ\IQV�\W�IZO]M�\PI\�
\PMa�PI^M�VW\�IVL�_QTT�VW\�UQ[][M� \PMQZ�ÅZMIZU��*]\�I[�IVa�X]JTQK�PMIT\P�
professional knows, nobody expects the harm to happen to them until it 
does. And while opponents of  gun regulations may make that claim in 
earnest, we know from data that arguments become escalated, emotional 
outbursts occur, and dark moments of  sadness or isolation can turn deadly 
if  guns are present.

The public health community has a role to play in conveying this 
SMa�QVNWZUI\QWV�\W�\PM�R]LQKQIZa�IVL�\W�LW�[W�QV�IV�]VLMZ[\IVLIJTM�UIVVMZ��
1V�WVM�WN �\PM�NM_�[\]LQM[�WV�\PM�QVÆ]MVKM�WN �IUQKQ�K]ZQIM�QV�NMLMZIT�KW]Z\[��
\PM� LI\I� NW]VL� \PI\� I� UIRWZQ\a� WN � NMLMZIT� R]LOM[�� QVKT]LQVO� ITT� ;]XZMUM�
+W]Z\� R][\QKM[� _PW� ZM[XWVLML� \W� \PM� []Z^Ma�� QVLQKI\ML� \PI\� \PM� QLMV\Q\a��
XZM[\QOM��WZ�M`XMZQMVKM�WN �\PM�IUQK][�K]ZQIM�_I[�QVÆ]MV\QIT�206 Public health 
experts lend credibility to the research, as well as an ability to discuss what 
the research does not say as much as what it does. Public health research is 
not about causation, but more often correlation. Consequently, the research 
is not meant to be dispositive of  any legal query. Rather, it is informative of  
the manner in which the law may have a reasonable chance to mitigate or 
exacerbate gun mortality and morbidity.

This includes the fact that gun violence accounts for nearly 40,000 
deaths annually.207 Estimates suggest another 100,000 or more individuals 
[][\IQV�VWVNI\IT�QVR]ZQM[�Ja�ÅZMIZU[�MIKP�aMIZ�208�?Q\P�I�UIRWZQ\a�WN �\PM[M�
QVR]ZQM[�[][\IQVML�Ja�XMWXTM�JM\_MMV�ÅN\MMV�IVL�\PQZ\a�NW]Z�aMIZ[�WN �IOM��\PM�

205 Heller II, 670 F.3d at 1284.
206 Simard, supra note 12; see also Nathalie Gilfoyle & Joel A. Dvoskin, APA’s Amicus Curiae 

Program: Bringing Psychological Research to Judicial Decisions, 72 am. PsYChologIsT 753, 753 
������� �¹2][\QKM�0IZZa�*TIKSU]V�[XMKQÅKITTa�VW\ML� QV�IV�WXQVQWV�\PI\� \PM�)UMZQKIV�
Psychological Association’s (APA) amicus briefs informed and helped the Court in 
arriving at its decisions.”).

207 Web-Based Injury Statistics Query and Reporting System (WISQARS), supra, note 1. This was 
the highest recorded account of  gun deaths since the CDC began tracking the data 
W^MZ�ÅN\a�aMIZ[�IOW��;IZIP�5MZ^W[P��Nearly 40,000 People Died From Guns in U.S. Last Year, 
Highest in 50 Years, n.Y. TImes, Dec. 18, 2018, at A19.

208 Facts and Figures, u.C. davIs healTh, supra, note 3 (describing death statistics associated 
with gun violence).
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chronic complications from these wounds will impact their remaining years.209 
-UMZOQVO�M^QLMVKM�[PW_[�\PI\�\PQ[�KPZWVQK�[]ٺMZQVO�KIV�QVKT]LM�XZM^QW][Ta�
unknown harms, such as “neurological problems, kidney dysfunction, and 
reproductive” complications stemming from lead poisoning from bullets 
designed to explode inside the body and that are unable to be safely removed 
during surgery.210

And yet these physical harms do not fully encompass the harms 
being sustained. Those directly exposed to shootings who sustain no physical 
QVR]Za�[]ٺMZ�NZWU�Q[[]M[�[]KP�I[�\ZI]UI��XW[\�\ZI]UI\QK�[\ZM[[��IV`QM\a��IVL�
depression.211 Survivor’s guilt can be particularly harmful because it can 
prevent survivors from seeking help.212 And with the increased gun violence 
across the country and the corresponding media coverage—especially for 
UI[[�[PWW\QVO[¸UIVa�IZM�[]ٺMZQVO�NZWU�X[aKPWTWOQKIT�MٺMK\[�M^MV�_Q\PW]\�
direct exposure to shootings.213 This includes a growing number of  students 
who report regular concerns that they may become victims of  a shooting in 
their school or community.214

This data provides a broader, and certainly more accurate, depiction 
of  what gun violence truly is and the impact it is having across the country. 
A mere nod to the state’s interest to protect public safety hardly provides 
\PM�IXXZWXZQI\M�JITIVKM�_PMV�KWV[QLMZQVO�\PM�[\I\M¼[�R][\QÅKI\QWV�NWZ�ÅZMIZU�
regulations. The culture in which the courts make these Second Amendment 
LMKQ[QWV[� Q[�ZMTM^IV\"�¹C<EW�\PM�M`\MV\�\PI\�I�KW]Z\�^QM_[�\PM�[]J[\IVKM�WN �
KWV[\Q\]\QWVIT� TI_�I[�� QV�XIZ\��LMXMVLMV\�]XWV� \PM�W]\TWWS�WN �VWVR]LQKQIT�
actors, it will exercise what Felix Frankfurter once called the ‘awesome 

209 A More Complete Picture, supra, note 3; see also Bindu Kalesan et al., The Hidden Epidemic of  
Firearm Injury: Increasing Firearm Injury Rates During 2001–2013, 185 am. J. ePIdemIologY 
546, 546 (2017).

210 Melissa Chan, They Survived Mass Shootings. Years Later, the Bullets Are Still Trying to Kill 
Them, TIme� �5Ia� ���� ���!��� P\\X["��\QUM�KWU�TWVONWZU�O]V�^QWTMVKM�[]Z^Q^WZ[�
TMIL�XWQ[WVQVO��� <PM[M� KWUXTQKI\QWV[� KIV� QVKT]LM� VM]ZWTWOQKIT� XZWJTMU[�� SQLVMa�
dysfunction, and reproductive issues. Id.

211 See Sarah McCammom, The Uninjured Victims of  the Virginia Tech Shootings, nPr (Apr. 14, 
2017), https://www.npr.org/transcripts/523042249. 

212� 8I\ZQKQI�5IbbMQ���5QZQIU�2WZLIV��¹You Can’t Put It Behind You”: School Shootings Leave Long 
Trail of  Trauma, n.Y. TImes (Mar. 28, 2019), https://nyti.ms/2UYsb3C.

213 Sarah R. Lowe & Sandro Galea, The Mental Health Consequences of  Mass Shootings, 
18 Trauma, vIolenCe, & abuse������������������

214 ProTeCTIng The nexT generaTIon: sTraTegIes To KeeP amerICa’s KIds safe 
from gun vIolenCe, gIffords l. CTr. 12 (2018), P\\X["��OQٺWZL[�WZO�_X�KWV\MV\�
]XTWIL[����!����/QٺWZL[�4I_�+MV\MZ�8ZW\MK\QVO�\PM�6M`\�/MVMZI\QWV�XLN#� see 
also Liam Stack, ‘I Think About It Daily’: Life in a Time of  Mass Shootings, n.Y. TImes (Dec. 
��� ������� P\\X["��___�Va\QUM[�KWU�QV\MZIK\Q^M������������][�UI[[�[PWW\QVO[�
NMIZ�^WQKM[�P\UT� �LM[KZQJQVO� \M[\QUWVa� NZWU� I� ÅN\MMV�aMIZ�WTL"� ¹1� _W]TL� [Ia� 1� \PQVS�
about the possibility of  a shooting in my life regularly.”).
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XW_MZ¼�WN �R]LQKQIT�ZM^QM_�_Q\P�[WUM�I\\MV\QWV�\W�\PM�]VLMZ[\IVLQVO[�WN �\PW[M�
actors.”215

The public health community is equipped with the skillset to properly 
educate and frame the gun violence epidemic in a manner that is salient to 
constitutional decisions. Moreover, as experts, they can describe the research 
in a way that is approachable for the lay reader. This can help to avoid 
UQ[\ISMV�]VLMZ[\IVLQVO[�WN �\PM�LI\I��<PM�QVNWZUI\QWV�_QTT�KWV\M`\]ITQbM�\PM�
case not only for the narrow interests of  the challenger but also in terms of  
how the ruling may exacerbate or mitigate gun violence and, given the rash 
WN �UMLQI�I\\MV\QWV�WV�UI[[�[PWW\QVO[��QVÆ]MVKM�\PM�KW]V\Za¼[�X[aKPM�I[�_MTT��

)[� \PM� OZMI\� ;]XZMUM�+W]Z\� RW]ZVITQ[\� 4QVLI�/ZMMVPW][M� VW\M["�
¹C6EW�OZMI\�;]XZMUM�+W]Z\�KI[M�Q[�WVTa�I�Y]M[\QWV�WN �TI_��1\�Q[�IT_Ia[�IT[W�
an episode in the ongoing dialogue by which the Court engages with the 
society in which it operates and in which the Justices live.”216 In the time 
of  Dayton, El Paso, Orlando, Virginia Tech, and Parkland, among many 
others, the notion that public health research has anything to teach the 
Court about gun violence may seem implausible. But a glance at remarks 
UILM�Ja�R][\QKM[�IJW]\�;MKWVL�)UMVLUMV\�ZQOP\[�IVL�O]V�̂ QWTMVKM�[]OOM[\[�
\PM�VMML�NWZ�QVÆ]MVKM�NZWU�\PM�X]JTQK�PMIT\P�KWUU]VQ\a�Q[�]ZOMV\�

Six days after the Parkland shooting, Justice Thomas issued a 
LQ[[MV\� NZWU� I� LMVQIT� WN � KMZ\QWZIZQ� NWZ� I� KI[M� ]XPWTLQVO�+ITQNWZVQI¼[� \MV�
day waiting period where he declared the Second Amendment the Court’s 
“constitutional orphan.”217� ;MMSQVO� \W� [\QÆM�_PI\� PM� LMMUML� \W� JM� TW_MZ�
KW]Z\[¼�¹LMÅIVKM�º�2][\QKM�<PWUI[�UILM�Q\�KTMIZ�\PI\�PM�QV\MVL[�\W�TQUQ\�\PM�
R]LQKQIZa¼[�IJQTQ\a�\W�]XPWTL�M^MV�ZMO]TI\QWV[�\PI\�LW�TQ\\TM�UWZM�\PIV�UISM�IV�
QVLQ^QL]IT�_IQ\�\MV�LIa[�NWZ�\PMQZ�ÅZMIZU�218 Such an approach may amount 
\W� LMZMO]TI\QWV�WN � ÅZMIZU[� IKZW[[� \PM� KW]V\Za� IVL� \PM�_MIXWVQbI\QWV�WN �
the Second Amendment against future gun control measures. As the deaths 
NZWU�ÅZMIZU[�KWV\QV]M� \W�KTQUJ�� \PQ[� Q[�KMZ\IQVTa�I�X]JTQK�PMIT\P�XZWJTMU�
\PI\�_IZZIV\[�XMZ[XMK\Q^M[�NZWU�M`XMZ\[�QV�XWX]TI\QWV�JI[ML�IVITa[Q[�

B. The Role of  Public Health Law

Providing current public health data on gun violence is not simply to 
PMTX�\PM�R]LQKQIZa�IXXZMKQI\M�\PM�K]T\]ZIT�M^WT]\QWV�WN �[WKQM\a¼[�ZMTI\QWV[PQX�
with guns. The data must be accompanied by an explanation for why this 

215 Post, supra note 147, at 7.
216 Greenhouse, supra note 127, at 2, 7.
217 Silvester v. Becerra, 138 S. Ct. 945, 952 (2018) (Thomas, J., dissenting from the Court’s 

denial of  certiorari).
218 See id. at 951.
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data is necessary for a thorough constitutional analysis. The focus on the 
scope of  Second Amendment protections has the potential to cast a shadow 
over the state’s compelling interest in protecting public health and safety. 
But public health law experts can more accurately demonstrate that even 
fundamental rights can be limited in the name of  public health and safety.219 
<PM�Y]M[\QWV�Q[�_PM\PMZ�\PMZM�Q[�[]ٻKQMV\�R][\QÅKI\QWV�\W�TQUQ\�\PW[M�ZQOP\[��
\PM�LMOZMM� \W�_PQKP� \PW[M� ZQOP\[� IZM� TQUQ\ML�� IVL�_PM\PMZ� \PM�JMVMÅ\[� \W�
\PM�X]JTQK�IZM�[]ٻKQMV\�QV�ZMTI\QWV�\W�\PW[M�TQUQ\I\QWV[�220 A proper analysis 
of  these considerations almost invariably requires more than a simple 
categorical approach. Rather, it requires evaluating data if  it is available.

8]JTQK� PMIT\P� TI_� Q[� I� KWV[\IV\Ta� LM^MTWXQVO� ÅMTL� \PI\� ZMÆMK\[�
the changes in our understanding of  public health outcomes and the 
UMKPIVQ[U[�\PI\�QVÆ]MVKM�\PMU��/]V�^QWTMVKM�_I[�PIZLTa�[MMV�I[�I�X]JTQK�
health issue decades ago. Viewed more as random, tragic events that resulted 
NZWU�KZQUQVIT�IK\Q^Q\a�IVL�]VNWZM[MMIJTM�IKKQLMV\[��Q\�_I[�LQٻK]T\�\W�IZO]M�
that gun violence was a public health problem that warranted public health 
solutions. But now, thanks to social science research, we understand that gun 
violence is not always sporadic and random and, instead, can be amenable to 
proactive government solutions.221 This relatively new understanding is what 
raises the question of  when the government may limit Second Amendment 
rights to protect public health and safety.

<ISM�� NWZ� M`IUXTM�� KIZZaQVO� ÅZMIZU[� QV� X]JTQK��?PMV� IVITabQVO�
\PM� KWV[\Q\]\QWVITQ\a� WN � ZM[\ZQK\QWV[� WV� KIZZaQVO� ÅZMIZU[� QV� X]JTQK�� KW]Z\[�
[PW]TL�KWV[QLMZ�_PI\�TM[[WV[�X]JTQK�PMIT\P�ZM[MIZKP�PI[�\W�WٺMZ��;PITT�Q[[]M�
KWVKMITML�KIZZa�XMZUQ\� TI_[�IZM�[QOVQÅKIV\Ta�UWZM�TMVQMV\�\PIV�UIa�Q[[]M�
carry permit laws because they remove the discretion of  the licensing 
body to deny a license to a small portion of  individuals meeting narrow 
Y]ITQNaQVO�KZQ\MZQI��;PITT�Q[[]M� TI_[�PI^M�JMMV�I[[WKQI\ML�_Q\P�PQOPMZ�ZI\M[�
WN �ÅZMIZU�ZMTI\ML�PWUQKQLM¸IVL��QUXWZ\IV\Ta��PIVLO]V�[XMKQÅK�PWUQKQLM�
QV�XIZ\QK]TIZ¸I[�KWUXIZML�\W�\PW[M�[\I\M[�\PI\�PI^M�\PM�[\ZQK\MZ�UIa�Q[[]M�
regulations.222 While these correlation studies do not demonstrate causation, 

219 See Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 25, 27–28 (1905).
220 Ulrich, supra note 4, at 1077–78.
221 See, e.g., Andrew V. Papachristos et al., Tragic, but Not Random: The Social Contagion of  

Nonfatal Gunshot Injuries, 125 soC. sCI. & med. 139, 148 (2015); Ben Green, et al., 
Modeling Contagion Through Social Networks to Explain and Predict Gunshot Violence in Chicago, 
2006 to 2014, 177 Jama InTernal med. 326, 331–32 (2017).

222 Michael Siegel et al., Easiness of  Legal Access to Concealed Firearm Permits and Homicide Rates 
in the United States, 107 am. J. Pub. healTh 1923, 1928 (2017) [hereinafter Legal AccessE#�
see also Michael Siegal et al., The Impact of  State Firearm Laws on Homicide and Suicide 
Deaths in the USA, 1991-2016: A Panel Study, 34 J. gen. InTern. med. 2021, 2021 (2019), 
�ÅVLQVO�\PI\�[PITT�Q[[]M�TI_[�IZM�I[[WKQI\ML�_Q\P�I�[QOVQÅKIV\�QVKZMI[M�QV�\PM�PWUQKQLM�
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\PM�ZM[MIZKPMZ[�NW]VL�VW�QVKZMI[M�QV�TWVO�O]V�PWUQKQLM�ZI\M[��_PQKP�TMVL[�
credence to the connection between the concealed carry laws and handgun 
violence.223

The data also pushes back on the increasingly suspect claim that 
more guns equate to less crime.224 If  more guns result in less crime, “one 
_W]TL�M`XMK\�\W�[MM�TW_MZ�PIVLO]V��VWVPIVLO]V��IVL�VWVÅZMIZU�PWUQKQLM�
ZI\M[�QV�[PITT�Q[[]M�[\I\M[�_PMV�KWUXIZML�_Q\P�UIa�Q[[]M�[\I\M[�º225 Yet this 
[QUXTa�_I[�VW\�_PI\�ZM[MIZKPMZ[�NW]VL��<PM�LM\MZZMV\�MٺMK\�TIKS[�MUXQZQKITTa�
supported credibility, as the older, minimal research supporting the claim 
has been consistently contradicted with new research demonstrating the 
opposite. These facts should be relevant to any legal analysis of  restrictions 
\W�KIZZa�ÅZMIZU[�QV�X]JTQK��J]\�[WUM�KW]Z\[�IZM�UWZM�IX\�\W�M^IT]I\M�TI_[�
NZWU�\PM�����[�\PIV�\PMa�IZM�\PM�UW[\�]X�\W�LI\M�ZM[MIZKP�

?PQTM�WZQOQVITQ[U�UIa�PI^M�[\ZWVO�[]XXWZ\�_Q\PQV�\PM�R]LQKQIZa��\PM�
VW\QWV� \PI\� [\I\M[�IZM� TQUQ\ML� QV� \PMQZ�MٺWZ\[� \W�KWUJI\� \PM�MUMZOQVO�O]V�
violence epidemic by founding era analogues misunderstands the nature of  
police powers.226�8WTQKM�XW_MZ[�I]\PWZQbM�\PM�[\I\M�\W�IK\�\W�XZW\MK\�X]JTQK�
health, safety, and welfare.227 As threats to public health evolve and emerge, 
so too must the state’s ability to respond, both proactively and reactively, 
to those threats.228 Just as the public would question the legitimacy of  the 
government if  they failed to act during a contagious disease epidemic, so 
too are many looking to their elected leaders for answers to the growing 
threat of  gun violence. The toolkit of  policymakers cannot be limited to 
an excavation of  historical records to see how our founding fathers may 
have responded, but instead must be grounded in empirical facts to support 
VIZZW_Ta�\IQTWZML�aM\�MٺMK\Q^M�QV\MZ^MV\QWV[�

<PM� VI[KMV\� ;MKWVL� )UMVLUMV\� R]ZQ[XZ]LMVKM� Q[� TQSM� I� VMIZTa�
blank canvas with which the legal community can work. This raises the 
[\ISM[�N]Z\PMZ�NWZ�\PM�VMML�\W�MV[]ZM�LI\I�LZQ^MV�LMKQ[QWV[�\PI\�IXXZWXZQI\MTa�
factor in what public health research can teach us. But it is important to note 
that this does not necessarily always mean the data will push in the direction 
of  restricting rights. As mentioned above, the Second Amendment rights 

rate) [hereinafter State Firearm LawsE�
223 Legal Access, supra note 222, at 1928.
224 See Ian Ayres & John J. Donohue III, Shooting Down the “More Guns, Less Crime” Hypothesis, 

55 sTan. l. rev. 1193, 1285–86 (2003); Ian Ayres & John J. Donohue III, Commentary, 
More Guns, Less Crime Fails Again: The Latest Evidence from 1977–2006, 6 eCon. waTCh 
J. 218 (2009).

225 Legal Access, supra note 222, at 1928.
226 See Ulrich, supra note 63, at 194–98.
227 Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 25 (1905).
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of  felons and those deemed mentally ill are too easily extinguished even by 
those who generally support individual rights.

In Moore v. Madigan,229�I�KI[M�NWK][ML�WV�KIZZaQVO�ÅZMIZU[�QV�X]JTQK��
Judge Posner felt compelled to discuss his lack of  concern with not simply 
limiting, but completely eliminating, the fundamental constitutional rights 
WN �UIZOQVITQbML�OZW]X[��1V�NIK\��PM�[XMKQÅKITTa�[\I\M[�\PI\�LI\I�\W�[]XXWZ\�\PQ[�
claim is unnecessary: “And empirical evidence of  a public safety concern can 
be dispensed with altogether when the ban is limited to obviously dangerous 
persons such as felons and the mentally ill.”230 This is contradictory to 
empirical evidence suggesting the mentally ill are no more violent than 
W\PMZ�KQ\QbMV[�231 But as previously noted, people with mental illnesses are 
more likely to be victims of  violence than perpetrators, which one would 
think makes for a strong argument to protect their constitutional right to 
[MTN�LMNMV[M��<PMZMNWZM��IV�MUXPI[Q[�WV�\PM�ZMTM^IVKM�WN �MUXQZQKIT�LI\I�LWM[�
not invariably lead to a restriction of  rights and, in some cases, can expand 
Second Amendment protections.

229 Moore v. Madigan, 702 F.3d 933, 940 (7th Cir. 2012).
230 Id.
231� 2WVI\PIV�5��5M\bT���3MVVM\P�<��5IK4MQ[P��Mental Illness, Mass Shootings, and the Politics 

of  American Firearms, 105 am. J. Pub. healTh 240, 241–42 (2015).
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ConClusIon

This article is not meant to suggest that empirical evidence is 
the answer to any and all constitutional questions. There may be many 
circumstances where research is unavailable or data supports both sides of  
an argument. Data can be manipulated, selectively used, and misleading to 
an audience. In fact, there is strong evidence that social science is most often 
used in a manner to protect the status quo.232 But the fact that data is not 
controlling does not mean it cannot and should not be persuasive in certain 
circumstances. And data misuse only strengthens the argument that public 
health experts should be more heavily involved in the interpretation and 
presentation of  emerging empirics on gun violence.

<PM� R]LQKQIZa¼[� ZWTM� QV� LM\MZUQVQVO� ;MKWVL� )UMVLUMV\� ZQOP\[�
cannot, and should not, be isolated from the gun violence controversy playing 
W]\�QV�X]JTQK�IVL�XWTQ\QKIT�NWZI��<PM�R]LQKQIZa�Q[�QVPMZMV\Ta�MV\IVOTML�QV�\PM�
“culture wars” that divide this country.233�*]\�\W�ZMKWOVQbM�\PMQZ�ZWTM�QV�\PQ[�
LMJI\M�LWM[�VW\�UMIV�\PMQZ�LMKQ[QWV[�U][\�JM�XWTQ\QKITTa�JI[ML��<PM�R]LQKQIZa�
can lead, and often has led, the country through contentious battles, often 
by relying on an evolving understanding informed through social science. 
,I\I� PI[� Ja� VW�UMIV[� PMTXML� \PM� R]LQKQIZa� [WT^M� ITT� \PM� XZWJTMU[� NIKML�
by underrepresented groups such as people of  color, women, and sexual 
UQVWZQ\QM[��*]\�W]\[QLM�ML]KI\QWV�WN �\PM�R]LQKQIZa�PI[�PMTXML�KW]Z\[�JM\\MZ�
]VLMZ[\IVL�\PM[M�OZW]X[�IVL�\PM�QUXIK\�R]LQKQIT�LMKQ[QWV[�PI^M�WV�\PMQZ�TQ^M[�
and wellbeing. In that regard, improvement became possible.

Gun violence is a growing plague in this country and one that the 
;]XZMUM�+W]Z\��ITWVO�_Q\P�\PM�ZM[\�WN �\PM�R]LQKQIZa��_QTT�XTIa�I�KMV\ZIT�ZWTM�
in addressing. Though the most recent Supreme Court case was essentially 
dismissed, another will soon be on the docket with all eyes watching closely. 
A more informed Court will provide a more thorough analysis. And an 
M^QLMVKM�JI[ML� LMKQ[QWV�� _PI\M^MZ� \PM� ZM[]T\�� _QTT� JM�UWZM� XITI\IJTM� IVL�
PWXMN]TTa�TMIL�\PM�KW]V\Za�QV�ZMKWOVQbQVO�\PI\�XZW\MK\QWV�WN �KWV[\Q\]\QWVIT�
rights and the public are not mutually exclusive ends that we are forced to 
choose between.

232 See, e.g., Robinson & Frost, supra note 187, at 1576–77, 1583–84.
233 Post, supra note 147, at 10.


